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Data Integration Methodologies and Services for Evaluation and Forecasting of
Epidemics

Suruchi Deodhar

ABSTRACT

Most epidemiological systems described in the literature are built for evaluation and analysis of
specific diseases, such as Influenza-like-illness. The modeling environments that support these
systems are implemented for specific diseases and epidemiological models. Hence they are not
reusable or extendable.

This thesis focuses on the design and development of an integrated analytical environment with
flexible data integration methodologies and multi-level web services for evaluation and forecast-
ing of various epidemics in different regions of the world. The environment supports analysis of
epidemics based on any combination of disease, surveillance sources, epidemiological models,
geographic regions and demographic factors. The environment also supports evaluation and fore-
casting of epidemics when various policy-level and behavioral interventions are applied, that may
inhibit the spread of an epidemic.

First, we describe data integration methodologies and schema design, for flexible experiment de-
sign, storage and query retrieval mechanisms related to large scale epidemic data. We describe
novel techniques for data transformation, optimization, pre-computation and automation that en-
able flexibility, extendibility and efficiency required in different categories of query processing.
Second, we describe the design and engineering of adaptable middleware platforms based on
service-oriented paradigms for interactive workflow, communication, and decoupled integration.
This supports large-scale multi-user applications with provision for online analysis of interventions
as well as analytical processing of forecast computations. Using a service-oriented architecture, we
have provided a platform-as-a-service representation for evaluation and forecasting of epidemics.

We demonstrate the applicability of our integrated environment through development of the ap-
plications, DISIMS and EpiCaster. DISIMS is an interactive web-based system for evaluating the
effects of dynamic intervention strategies on epidemic propagation. EpiCaster is a situation as-
sessment and forecasting tool for projecting the state of evolving epidemics such as flu and Ebola
in different regions of the world. We discuss how our platform uses existing technologies to solve
a novel problem in epidemiology, and provides a unique solution on which different applications
can be built for analyzing epidemic containment strategies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Computational epidemiology involves the development and use of computer models to simulate
the changes in spatio-temporal patterns of health among populations of different regions, leading
to infections. It also involves evaluating various methods for controlling the propagation of such
patterns, commonly referred to as epidemics.

Computational modeling environments incorporate various computational models and methods,
and allow analysts and epidemiologists to understand disease propagation dynamics and undertake
counter-factual experiments for studying the efficacy of various intervention strategies. Potential
interventions for controlling infectious diseases include pharmaceutical interventions, such as vac-
cinations and distribution of anti-virals, as well as non-pharmaceutical interventions, including
social-distancing mechanisms, such as school closures to reduce interactions between individuals.
Non-pharmaceutical interventions for vector-borne diseases also include eradication of vectors like
mosquitoes that cause disease spread. Computational models can be used to assess the feasibil-
ity and effectiveness of such proposed interventions. Computational models can also be used to
identify critical subpopulations, which when intervened can inhibit the spread of an epidemic.

In traditional modeling environments, epidemiological models and simulations are stored as high-
performance computational code, and require programming expertise to edit the code for trying out
experiments with different sets of parameters or intervention strategies. This makes the compu-
tational environment not only difficult for epidemiologists to use, but also inefficient with respect
to the human effort involved and time to study new epidemic scenarios. Computational modeling
environments must be accessible through a web-based interface for ease of use and adoption by
a large community of health experts and epidemiologists, who may not be computational experts.
The environment should also be interactive, so that users can pause the system for analysis of the
current extent of an epidemic, then continue with a new set of parameters for execution. Such
interactivity and flexibility through dynamic parameters for executing various propagation and in-
tervention simulation scenarios is an important requirement of an epidemic modeling environment.
This is lacking in many of the existing computational epidemiological systems.
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Another limitation of the current epidemiological modeling environments is the lack of flexibility
and adaptability for the quick incorporation of real-time data into the system for evaluation of on-
going and evolving epidemics of various diseases such as Ebola. Data about ongoing epidemics can
be obtained from traditional sources like the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
patient data from hospitals, and so on. This process of collecting surveillance information is rela-
tively slow. Recent advances in social media have facilitated collection of near-real-time data on
disease outbreaks. Google Flu Trends (GFT), based on keyword searches of flu using the Google
Search Engine, is a notable example of this approach. Real-time information integration is an
important requirement of modeling environments for quickly adapting the computational experi-
ments to real-world data so that ongoing epidemics, like Ebola, MERS (Middle East respiratory
syndrome) etc., and their effects can be studied by public health decision makers in a short period
of time.

In order to be used as a tool for real-time situation assessment and information dissemination,
an epidemiological modeling environment should provide web-based access for reaching a large
number of people, not just policy analysts and epidemiologists, so that they can take precautionary
measures. Use of computational models and simulations is not limited to evaluating and assessing
the current state of an epidemic alone. There is increasing research in the computing world for
using models and simulations for predictive analysis based on real-world data, in addition to using
them for descriptive analysis. Scientists are advocating the use of data for predictive analysis.
Some researchers including Haas et al. [51] have argued that static data, which only provides
information about the current state of the system, is dead or has no value, since it does not provide
any new insights into the system dynamics. In the field of epidemiology, computational models
implemented using epidemiological simulations can be combined with surveillance data obtained
from the real world to forecast the future state of epidemics. Such predictive analysis can then
be used by public health decision makers to undertake targeted preventive measures for containing
epidemics, and to plan for the allocation of limited resources. There are several types of forecasting
models that can be used for making predictions. Nsoesie et al. [72] provide a comprehensive
literature review on the different techniques and models that have been used by different groups
for forecasting epidemics. A modeling environment should be flexible to support these different
types of forecasting models without the need for a major reengineering effort.

We have designed and developed an integrated epidemic modeling environment that incorporates
all the important features listed above, including interactivity, ease-of-use, real-time information
integration, flexibility, adaptability, extendibility, scalability, usability and accessibility for epi-
demic evaluation and forecasting. This environment provides services that allow for the develop-
ment of different web and social applications around it. Using these services, users can evaluate
the current state of epidemics around the world, and request epidemic forecasts for the future at
fine-grained levels. The environment is based on a decoupled and modular architecture, and builds
on the basic concept introduced in INDEMICS [18], where the intervention implementation is de-
coupled from the propagation simulation execution in a relational database.

Figure 1.1 shows the functionality of the modeling environment as a coordinating mechanism be-
tween various user applications, computing resources, and data repositories, as well as models,
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Figure 1.1: An integrated modeling environment that supports a variety of web applications, data
sets, computing resources, models, measures and diseases for evaluation and forecasting of epi-
demics

measures and analyses. The main components of this integrated modeling and analytics envi-
ronment include the backend infrastructure, databases and middleware platform. The backend
infrastructure handles the execution of different epidemiological models through simulations. The
databases store all types of data related to epidemics, such as disease surveillance data, regional
demographics data and interventions data. The middleware handles the flow of data and context
between different component systems.

This thesis is based on two main components that form the backbone of the integrated analytical
environment - data and middleware services. We have extended the use of relational databases to
add flexibility for the swift integration of real-time information into the simulation system, in addi-
tion to using it for intervention execution. We demonstrate how the data representation techniques
that we have implemented allow new information on evolving epidemics to be integrated into the
system quickly so that it can be made available for analysis. Relational databases also facilitate
storage of intermediate information into the forecasting pipeline for regional and individual-level
epidemic forecasting. We have developed REST-based web services, that are flexible and extensi-
ble, for providing access to information related to epidemic situation assessment and forecasting.

We demonstrate the use of our techniques through the development of two web and social applica-
tions, DISIMS and EpiCaster, that are built on top of the analytical environment.
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DISIMS is a planning and evaluation tool for policy analysts and epidemiologists that allows users
to execute complex epidemic simulations with dynamic intervention strategies. The tool provides
interactivity by allowing users to start, stop, pause, resume and roll back previously applied inter-
vention strategies and disease propagation processes. Users can ask complicated spatio-temporal
queries in support of situation assessment, and submit new execution parameters. Unlike tradi-
tional modeling tools, which require access to computational resources for execution and program-
ming knowledge to modify the parameters of execution, the web application we have developed
provides an interactive web-based interface to the simulation system. This web interface provides
all the capabilities for executing complex intervention experiments without the need for computing
expertise, thereby improving user productivity.

EpiCaster is a social application for fine-grained situation assessment and forecasting of infec-
tious diseases. The backend of EpiCaster is comprised of: (i) a high performance computing
based simulation of disease progression (ii) a forecasting module that combines a digital library of
precomputed forecast results, with a non-linear optimization process to infer disease propagation
parameters for non-matching inputs, and iii) a set of databases that are used to store both the de-
tailed assessments of ongoing epidemics, as well as forecasts. Using EpiCaster, users can view the
current state of different epidemics around the world, such as Ebola and flu, through heat maps and
graphical plots. Using this information, users can make appropriate behavioral adaptations and/or
clinical interventions to mitigate the risks of the epidemic spread.

Going forward, the goal of EpiCaster is to collect information from registered users about their
health states, combined with their behavioral adaptations in response to ongoing epidemics. Us-
ing this information, targeted individualized forecasts can be produced for registered users. Such
individual-level forecasting of epidemics is a complex problem and is a part of ongoing research
work. The process involves mapping of users in the modeling environment to their synthetic rep-
resentation, that can capture their social, behavioral, demographic and geographic attributes. This
can be done using machine learning techniques such as clustering to enable large-scale data pro-
cessing. The process also involves devising techniques to compute individual-level forecasts based
on the large scale pre-processing. We describe some of the ongoing work in this area in the last
Chapter.

Overall, this dissertation focuses on the data integration methodologies and services as part of an
interactive, flexible, and scalable epidemic modeling environment for the evaluation and forecast-
ing of a range of epidemics in different regions of the world. The thesis describes the design,
architecture and modeling extensions used for supporting these features. The main contribution
of this thesis is the development of a flexible and extensible big data architectural platform for
analysis and forecasting of various epidemics, using some of the established technologies, such as
relational databases and RESTful web services.



Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 Computational Models for Epidemiology

Computational models used in the study of epidemics are comprised of two broad categories –
aggregate-based models and individual-based network models.

Aggregate-based models partition individuals into separate classes depending on the model of in-
fection dynamics chosen. There are several models of infection dynamics defined in the literature,
including SEIR model, SIR model, SIS model and so on. S, E, I and R correspond to Susceptible,
Exposed, Infectious, and Removed states respectively. These models assume homogeneous mixing
of populations and use differential equations to study the changes in epidemic states of populations
over time.

Aggregate-based models of epidemic simulation are implemented using ordinary differential equa-
tions (ODE). Hence they are also referred to as ODE-based models. In an ODE-based SEIR model,
the population (N) is partitioned into four compartments: Susceptible, Exposed, Infectious, and
Removed. Within each compartment, people are homogeneous and fully mixed. If β is the trans-
mission rate, α is the rate at which an exposed person becomes infectious, and ν is the removal
rate, then the following equations describe the dynamics of the epidemic in the population. An
ODE-based simulation based on these equations computes the number of Susceptible, Exposed,
Infectious, and Removed individuals at each time step (typically represented as a day). So, the
model is able to produce aggregated counts of infected individuals in different regions every day.
The model is also able to assimilate forecasting in the presence of interventions applied on a subset
of the population, given by a certain percentage of that population.

5
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dS

dt
= −β I

N
S (2.1)

dE

dt
= β

I

N
S − αE (2.2)

dI

dt
= αE − νI (2.3)

dR

dt
= νI (2.4)

S + E + I +R = N (2.5)

Some examples of aggregate differential equation based models used for studying disease propa-
gation include epidemiological models developed by Longini et al. [56,86]. Another tool based on
this differential equation based approach is the open source tool Spatio-Temporal Epidemiological
Modeler- STEM [39], developed by IBM in collaboration with Eclipse, Johns Hopkins University
and others.

Individual-based network models explicitly represent individuals within a population as autonomous
agents. Hence, they are also referred to as agent-based models (ABM models). The individuals
are connected to each other, and therefore exposed to each other via an interaction network, which
form the edges of the graph. Each node has different demographic, geographic, and economic
attributes. Hence the nodes are heterogeneous. The edges represent contact through physical prox-
imity, and have durations associated with them. The disease transmits from node u to v only if u
is infectious, v is susceptible, and u comes in contact with v. The probability of transmission is
given by

p(u, v) = 1− (1− τ)d(u,v)

where τ is the probability of transmission in every unit time of contact, and d(u, v) is the contact
duration. An ABM simulation computes the disease transmission from node to node based on this
probability. The above equation represents ABM model as a discrete-time simulation; however,
there may be ABM models that use continuous-time simulations, which represent probability of
transmission over a continuous time period.

Recent research in the area of ABM models includes work by Myers et al. [67], Dimitrov et al.
[68], Meyers et al. [78], Barrat et al. [10], and Newman et al. [69]. This work involves deriving
closed form analytical results on random graphs for finding epidemiological patterns of interest.
Another type of individual-based model uses important statistics of a region, such as density of
individuals in a region using land scan data and basic census information, to get the demographic
distribution of individuals in a region in order to model epidemic propagation. Research in this
area includes work by Germann et al. [49] and Ferguson et al. [44, 45]. Some researchers have
also explored a hybrid approach where counties are represented as nodes, and the movement of
individuals represent the edges. Coupled rate simulations are used for propagation simulation
between counties. Example of a high-performance agent-based simulation based on this approach
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is the Global-Scale Agent Model (GSAM) [77], which simulates propagation of epidemics over
billions of agents.

The last category of individual-based models incorporate individual level interactions between
people based on their day-to-day activities, and generate a graph of social contact networks over
which epidemics propagate. Research in this area includes work by Keeling et al. [59] and Meyers
et al. [67]. Some of the earlier research performed in our lab, including the work on EpiSim-
demics [12], EpiSim [41], EpiFast [19] and INDEMICS [18] also broadly fits in this category. Epi-
Fast [19] uses high-performance computational code to implement individual-level interactions
affecting disease propagation and intervention strategies for disease containment. INDEMICS [18]
uses relational databases for intervention implementation on individuals and high-performance
computational code for propagation simulation.

There are multiple advantages of using ABM models over ODE-based models. First, the ABM ap-
proach is able to represent fine-grained population characteristics of people within a region without
assuming homogeneous mixing of the population as is done in the ODE-based approach. Sec-
ondly, ABM simulations allow representation of interventions for subsets of populations based on
demographic characteristics, while ODE-based models can examine propagation based on a cer-
tain percentage of the population. Since each individual in an ABM is represented as a node in the
network, pharmaceutical and non-pharmaceutical interventions can be applied based on individual
characteristics, and may result in a change in the health state and behavioral attributes of indi-
viduals. For example, pharmaceutical interventions such as vaccination decrease the probability of
transmission on the nodes being intervened, while non-pharmaceutical interventions such as school
closures remove the contact edges between the nodes being intervened. This allows representation
of targeted interventions, such as vaccination of adults in a certain zip code, and school-closures in
a particular block group of a county. Such fine-grained interventions are not possible in the ODE-
based approach since there is an assumption of homogeneous mixing of populations. Thirdly, the
type of metrics that can be evaluated using the ABM approach are much more detailed than the
ODE-based approach. For instance, the ABM models not only support forecast metrics such as
aggregated infection counts, but also infection counts by demographic characteristics, such as age-
groups, gender and so on. This allows analysis of forecast results, such as projecting the infections
among females in a population, or forecasting the effects of an ongoing epidemic on school-aged
children.

The difficulty associated with the ABM simulation, however, is that it requires a realistic repre-
sentation of the contact network for every region. The scale of data involved to represent all the
individuals of a region, along with their health, geographical, and behavioral characteristics, is
much higher than storing aggregated information on infections in ODE-based simulations. We
have constructed synthetic populations and synthetic contact networks for several countries of the
world, including USA, Mexico, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Peru, India and Israel. The synthetic popu-
lations that we have developed, provide a realistic representation of the actual global populations.
We execute ABM simulations over these synthetic populations representing all the individuals of
that region. For countries where we have not built synthetic contact networks due to lack of infor-
mation availability, we rely on ODE-based simulations to compute epidemic curves from models.
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2.2 Web and User Interfaces for Epidemic Modeling

Recent work in computing technologies and ubiquitous computing has enabled relatively easy ac-
cess to remote computing resources, including grids, clouds, or clusters. One such recent work
by Parashar et al. [8], also discusses providing access to high performance computing resources
as a service. There has been significant research in the area of accessing models and simulations
through web-based systems, so that simulation complexity is hidden from users. Research has
also been conducted in the broader area of applying different visualization techniques for repre-
senting high-end simulations on web-based user interfaces. Some examples of graph visualization
techniques and tools developed include Gephi [13] and Pajek [14]. Easy accessibility through visu-
alization is particularly important in public health epidemiology because domain specialists have
limited technical expertise to execute and analyze complex simulations on high end computing
platforms like clusters and grids.

Some examples of research conducted in developing web-based systems and visualization plat-
forms for epidemic simulations include Epinome [60], Gryphon [104], FRED (Framework for
Reconstructing Epidemiological Dynamics) [57], GLEaMviz [23] and SIBEL (formerly known
as ISIS – Interface to Synthetic Information Systems. ISIS was recently renamed to SIBEL, and
will be referred to as SIBEL for the rest of this document) [16]. Epinome is a user-centric sys-
tem with visual analytics support for epidemiology that helps users evaluate intervention strategies
based on available information. Gryphon presents a modeling environment to represent the geo-
graphic spread of the SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) outbreak based on published
data, but it supports relatively smaller scale models. FRED is an open source modeling system
developed collaboratively by University of Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon University that cap-
tures interacting effects of mitigation strategies, behavioral changes of people, and the evolution
of the virus. GLEaMviz is a desktop-based visualization and analytical application that simulates
disease propagation based on integration of data at three levels - data on global population, data
on population mobility, and a model of the infection based on disease dynamics. Neither FRED
nor GLEaMviz, however, provide a web-based interface for easy adoption by epidemiologists and
health professionals.

SIBEL [16], one of the web interface tools developed by our lab, allows execution of a limited
set of high-performance simulation models through a user-friendly web-based interface. We have
developed a modeling environment that not only embeds the features of SIBEL for visualization,
but also provides additional interactive features, such as pause-resume-roll and access to improved
simulation models, including those for epidemic forecasting at a population and individual level.
DISIMS is a web application that we have developed on top of the modeling environment, for
evaluation of dynamic interventions in epidemic propagation. DISIMS also provides interactive
computations and analytical visualizations, thereby improving the productivity of analysts.

Table 2.1 compares the features of existing epidemic systems with DISIMS based on several
design principles. As far as we know based on published literature, DISIMS is the only system that
can support and execute large scale individual-based epidemic simulations interactively, through a
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System Name Web interface User interactiv-
ity

Scalability

FRED [57] No No Support for large scale epi-
demic models

EPINOME [60] Yes Partial Pre-run simulated disease
outbreak models

Gryphon [104] Yes Yes Relatively smaller scale
models

GSAM [77] No No Highly scalable with high
resolution models

Flute [28] No No Large scale individual-
based models

GLEaMviz [23] Desktop based visu-
alizations

Yes Large scale hybrid models

DISIMS Yes Yes Large scale high resolution
individual-based models

Table 2.1: Comparison of features of DISIMS with other UI-based epidemiological tools

web-based interface.

2.3 Research in Social Computing for Situation Assessment

Recent advances in social media have facilitated collection of near-real-time intelligence on epi-
demic outbreaks. Research in this area includes real-time epidemic surveillance through processing
and analyzing of online news sites, discussion forums, Twitter data and so on for situation assess-
ment. Published research in this space includes work by Salathe et al. [87], Chunara et al. [31] and
Brownstein et al. [24], [25].

The models and techniques used in the design of socially-enabled epidemiological modeling envi-
ronments derive several concepts from the emerging fields of social computing, human computa-
tions and crowd-sourcing. The term “human computation”, in the context of modern computing,
was introduced by Luis von Ahn in his doctoral dissertation. He largely describes human com-
putation as a technique that allows humans to solve tasks which cannot be solved by computers
alone. The term “crowd-sourcing”, coined by Jeff Howe [54], involves using a large group of
people to perform a particular task, which is traditionally performed by an expert or a designated
agent. Technology platforms like wikis, blogs and social media websites have popularized the
term “social computing” for dealing with collective action and social interaction. In the context of
epidemic surveillance, these technology platforms can be major sources of data gathering.

Some of the collective intelligence techniques gathered from large populations can be combined
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with data mining techniques to find patterns and make sense of the data. For example, Kamar et
al. [58] have explored use of machine learning tasks along with human computations supported
by large-scale crowd-sourcing in the classification of celestial bodies for a science project called
Galaxy Zoo. Vijayanarasimhan et al. [97] have applied active learning along with large-scale
crowd-sourcing for building training data for image recognition.

In the context of using social data for epidemic evaluation and forecasting, several models have
been developed for modeling and representation of flu outbreaks in different regions of the world.
Some notable examples include Google Flu Trends (GFT), developed by Larry Brilliant et al.,
that uses search terms entered by users to develop statistical models for influenza forecasts [50].
Researchers like Butler et a. [26] have explained some of the shortcomings of GFT-based pre-
dictions by analyzing the results produced by Google Flu Trends and explaining why the results
overestimate the actual flu counts in populations.

Research in flu forecasting includes work by Shaman et al. [88], who have developed real-time
forecasting models of seasonal influenza outbreaks, and applied it to derive retrospective ensem-
ble forecasts using techniques which are common in numerical weather predictions. Similar to
weather-driven forecasts, work is also presented by Yang et al. studying the relationship between
humidity and influenza [100]. Yang et al. [102] have also described inference systems for in-
fluenza that can handle the observational biases and errors arising from the epidemic surveillance
data gathered from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and Google Flu Trends.
They have used Bayesian Inference techniques to derive such forecasts. Osgood et al. [74] have
demonstrated the use of particle filtering techniques to robustly tolerate the noise in the epidemio-
logical data feeds used in forecasting simulations, without making significant assumptions on the
epidemiological processes used. Work by Vespignani et al. [95] includes using Monte Carlo Max-
imum Likelihood analysis for generating ensemble forecasts for different regions in the northern
hemisphere.

There are also other models using data sources like Twitter and Wikipedia for gathering health-
related data. Paul et al. [79] show the use of social media messages for predicting a variety of
ailments and conditions, including obesity, allergies, and other ailments. Sugumaran et al. [91]
have used Twitter data for spatio-temporal analysis of West Nile virus. These models have shown
that health and epidemiological events can be forecasted using a combination of mathematical
models and diverse data sources. There has been a flurry of activity in this field, including work
by Tamerius et al. [93], Yuan et al. [105], Nsoesie et al. [73], Chakraborty et al. [30], and so
on. Recently, Paul et al. [80] have shown that using Twitter data actually improves the flu fore-
cast, reducing forecasting error by 17-30 percent over baseline models using only historical data.
They have also demonstrated that using Twitter data provides better forecasts compared to GFT
data. Hickmann et al. [53] have demonstrated the use of Wikipedia access logs together with the
weekly CDC reports to derive forecast results for flu ahead of the peak flu season. There are sev-
eral such flu forecasting models developed by different groups. Yang et al. [101] have provided a
summary of the comparison of forecast results obtained using six different filtering techniques for
making retrospective flu predictions, including the maximum likelihood estimation via iterated fil-
tering (MIF), ensemble filters such as the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF), the ensemble adjustment
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Kalman filter (EAKF), and the rank histogram filter (RHF).

Nsoesie et al. [72] provide a comprehensive literature review on forecasting techniques used for
studying the dynamics of influenza outbreaks. Most of the work so far has focused on using passive
data for forecasting. Furthermore, the forecasts produced use fairly simple statistical models to
achieve the objective.

Even though there has been substantial research for collection of epidemic data and using it for
visualization for nowcasting of current epidemics, the research on using such information from
diverse sources for generating high-resolution forecasts is still at a nascent stage.

Most of the epidemic forecasting models so far have focused on coarse-grained forecasting, such
as predicting the epidemic peak time, intensity, attack rate, and so on. In addition, a majority of the
epidemic forecasting models existing today are based on retrospective data, where the predictions
are made retrospectively on past outbreaks. For instance, Nishiura et al. [70] have described a
technique for real-time forecasting of the 2009 H1N1 epidemic using a discrete time stochastic
model.

Some of the methodologies published in the literature for forecasting in related contexts include
the method of analogues, the Bayesian method of predictive analysis, and the Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) approach.

The method of analogues for forecasting was first introduced in meteorology and is widely used
in weather forecasting. This is a non-parametric approach to forecasting where the forecast of
the future is computed based on finding an analogous match in the time series in the past. The
method of analogues for epidemic forecasting was described in the paper by Viboud et al. [96].
In this methodology, the best match of the current epidemic time series is found by matching the
time series of epidemics observed in the past for a given region by using a distance function. The
distance function is given by dist(X(T ), X(t)) =

∑p
j=0(I(t−j)−I(T−j))2 where p is a time-step

in the past for which epidemic data is available; T is the current time step; and I(T) represents the
current time-step time series. After a set of best matches of time steps are found from the past, the
algorithm simply finds the weighted average of the future time series for the selected time steps,
and assigns it to the forecast.

Osgood et al. [82] have described an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) approach for regrounding of
epidemic simulations based on empirical data about ongoing epidemics. Empirical data about an
outbreak is generated through agent-based simulations over empirical microcontact networks, and
is used as input to revise the results of an EKF-corrected aggregate model. Bayesian ensemble
modeling approach has been applied by Shaman et al. [88] using a data assimilation method called
the ensemble adjustment Kalman filter (EAKF) for epidemic forecasting. GFT data is used to
train the model. A temporally evolving ensemble of model simulations is created and a posterior
estimate of the model is derived using the EAKF technique.

Research in epidemic forecasting models is not limited to flu alone. Several models have also
been developed for other types of infectious diseases, such as Ebola and Malaria. The recent
outbreak of Ebola in West Africa made headlines for its large number of casualties. Public policy
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makers needed tools and techniques to forecast the epidemic spread in the affected countries and
other regions of the world. Epidemiological models were developed to assist decision makers for
planning purposes. Some researchers including Lofgren et al. [61] and Rivers et al. [84] described
how mathematical models are the key tools for an effective Ebola epidemic response. Rivers et
al. [85] modeled the effects of intervention strategies in containing the spread of Ebola in Sierra
Leone and Liberia. Researchers including Merler et al. [66] studied the effectiveness of non-
pharmaceutical interventions in controlling spatio-temporal propagation of Ebola. Researchers
also used dynamic modeling and Bayesian inference methods based on observations to generate
weekly forecasts of the Ebola outbreaks in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone. This includes the
work by Shaman et al. [90]. Use of species distribution models for mapping the zoonotic niche
of the Ebola virus in Africa was demonstrated by Pigott et al. [81]. Extensive research on Ebola
epidemic modeling and mitigation strategies was also conducted by the Network Dynamics and
Simulation Science Laboratory at Virginia Tech [6]. Several of these models have been used to
study the Ebola outbreak in different regions of West Africa, under different circumstances.

2.4 Web Tools for Epidemic Situation Assessment and Fore-
casting

In addition to epidemic models and simulations, it is important for researchers to develop tools
and techniques that can be used by public health decision makers and epidemiologists for situation
assessment of the current extent of epidemics and view trends of the epidemic spread on maps and
graphical plots. These tools might use data from different surveillance sources and epidemiological
forecasting models, explained in the previous sections.

We list some of the tools and websites that have been developed in recent years that use social
media and other related technologies for studying disease propagation. Some of these tools present
visual dynamics of epidemics, including situation assessment (also referred to as nowcasting) and
forecasting.

• Google Flu Trends: Google Flu Trends (GFT) uses the search terms entered by users through
the Google search engine to make predictions about the outbreak of flu at different regional
levels. GFT can provide estimates of aggregate flu trends at the state and city level for the
USA, and at the country level for several other nations. GFT provides weekly counts of flu
forecasts in aggregated form in a csv file format. [This service has been recently discontinued
by Google.]

• Flu Near You: Flu Near You [2] is an Open Surveillance System to collect and disseminate
disease information. Information is collected from users about local flu activity through
weekly surveys. The application also uses flu information published by the CDC and Google
Flu Trends to show disease spread over time in the form of maps and charts.
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• HealthMap: HealthMap [4] uses information gathering techniques about infectious diseases
in different global regions to map the evolving epidemic status. It collects data from multiple
sources and provides a comprehensive view of the disease propagation in a region. This
information is used for monitoring an outbreak and for real-time surveillance of emerging
disease threats. HealthMap is also available as a smart phone application that can be used by
a large group of people for reporting and tracking diseases.

• Columbia Prediction of Infectious Diseases: [1] This Web application, which is based on
research by Shaman et al. [89], shows current ILI counts in certain select cities of the US on
a map, and displays seasonal flu forecasts as an epidemic curve.

• FluOutlook: FluOutlook [3], developed by Vespignani et al., provides a Web interface to
view forecasts of the current influenza season in North America and Europe through maps
and charts. The underlying model of disease propagation is based on aggregate-based models
of epidemic simulation.

• MappyHealth: MappyHealth [5] tracks disease trends using keywords on Twitter for tracking
and prediction of disease propagations. Trends on different disease conditions are collected
along with location information. The application also ranks the top five trending illnesses in
a specified region.

• FluPhone: The FluPhone project by Yoneki et al. at Cambridge [103] involves the study of
infectious diseases and behavioral responses by using mobile phones to derive contact infor-
mation and interpret how it affects the spread of flu. The smart phone application collects
information on flu symptoms as well as person-to-person contact information.

• iepi: Hashemian, Osgood et al. have explored the use of cell phones to derive contact
networks by developing an application called iepi [52]. iepi collects infection information
through its sensors based on physical proximity. In this work, the authors have also explored
complementing the epidemic computational models with the collected infection information,
so that the two can yield powerful decision-making tools.

• EpiCollect: EpiCollect [7] is a Web application that uses features such as GPS and Google
Maps available on smart phones to send epidemic-related information to a centralized web
database. This project has created an ecology of community data collection for gathering
epidemic data.

The applications that we have developed in our research including FluCaster and EpiCaster share
some common features with the applications listed above, such as, visualization of flu magnitude
through heat maps and plots and count of flu infections in specific regions.

The distinguishing feature of our platform and the forecasting tools built on top of them is that
the platform is not tied to a single data source or forecasting model. The platform supports use
of agent-based models for forecasting in addition to ODE-based models, producing fine-grained
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results of epidemic forecasts for different regions of the world. This allows analysts and epidemi-
ologists to analyze the forecast results at multiple spatial, temporal and social resolutions. This
is a big advantage in comparison with most of the above applications that use compartmentalized
models of forecasting producing only aggregate results of infections.

In addition, using our platform, it is possible to analyze forecast results filtered by specific demo-
graphic sub-populations, over a defined period of time. The underlying forecasting models, data
schema and architecture provide the ability to produce such analytical forecasts. Our platform also
produces forecasts in the presence of targeted intervention strategies applied to subpopulations of a
region, thus allowing advanced predictive analytics, which is lacking in the above epidemiological
forecasting tools.



Chapter 3

Experimental Design and Set-up for Large
Scale Epidemiology

As described in Chapter 2, the main types of epidemiological models used in the study of epi-
demics include network-based epidemic models and aggregate-based epidemic models. These
models help in mathematical formulation of the propagation diffusion problem and allow design
of experiments around it. These models also help in the study of mitigation strategies in disease
containment. Aggregate-based epidemic models assume homogeneous mixing of populations and
hence provide coarse-grained analysis in the study of epidemics. Individual-based models, on the
other hand, can model individual-level interactions in a social contact network over which the
diseases propagate. The underlying network that forms the fabric of disease propagation is dif-
ferent for different diseases. For example, for a disease like flu, the contact network is derived
from physical proximity, whereas for a vector-borne disease like malaria, the contact network is
based on exposure to vectors such as mosquitoes. In addition, individual-based models also allow
representation of behavioral interventions for disease containment. These may include individual
behavioral interventions such as use of face-masks or policy level interventions such as a county-
level school closure policy enforced by the Government.

The propagation dynamics of every disease is different and is based on the vector of disease trans-
mission. It is also based on the presence of different mitigation strategies for inhibiting disease
spread. Hence, most of the propagation models studied in the literature focus on modeling the
propagation of a single infectious disease. Even though from a modeling standpoint, every disease
has different parameters of execution for evaluation of propagation dynamics and intervention
strategies, different epidemics of infectious diseases are governed by similar set of rules and mod-
eling principles such as propagation dynamics through physical proximity or through vectors, and
health, demographic and behavioral characteristics of populations. The experimental design and
set-up required for studying epidemics of various contagious diseases is also similar. It involves
analysis of prevalence of incident cases and infection-causing pathogens, number of epidemic-
related deaths and so on.

15
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To be able to study the propagation dynamics and intervention strategies of different contagious
diseases through a common platform, we abstract out the common features in all the diseases
related to epidemic evaluation. In the subsequent section, we describe the common terminologies
and terms that are used in the context of experimental set-up for epidemic simulations.

3.1 Experimental Set-up for Epidemic Analysis

Epidemiological models and simulations are based on stochastic processes due to the probabilistic
nature of epidemic propagation dynamics. To minimize the errors involved in such stochastic
process representation, an epidemiological experiment is set-up as a factorial design with several
parameters of execution.

A single instance representing a combination of parameters is referred as a scenario. For a factorial
design, an experiment is conducted over several scenarios. A complete experimental study involves
several experiments.

We describe the terms involved in the study of an epidemiological experiment as follows:

Cell: A cell represents a single configuration with a combination of values of parameters. There
may be several cells corresponding to a particular scenario based on the valid values of parameters.

Replicate: A replicate is the number of times an experiment execution is repeated to reduce vari-
ability in the results. Each execution corresponding to a replicate executes with a different random
seed.

Intervention: Intervention refers to the mitigation policy applied to a subpopulation at a policy
or individual level to contain an epidemic from propagation. Intervention is identified by other
parameters, such as subpopulation, efficacy, compliance, trigger and delay, which are described
below.

Subpopulation: Subpopulation refers to a specific subpopulation of a geographical region, where
an epidemic is propagating, on which an intervention is applied.

Efficacy: Efficacy is given by the effectiveness of an intervention strategy to contain an epidemic.
Efficacy is measured by a percentage value that describes to what extent an intervention strategy is
effective in containing an epidemic.

Compliance Rate: Compliance Rate is given by the percentage of individuals in a subpopulation
of a geographic region, that comply with an intervention strategy. For example, a 40 percent com-
pliance rate of vaccination in Montgomery county of Virginia implies that 40 percent of individuals
in Montgomery county of Virginia have been vaccinated.

Trigger: Trigger refers to the type of event that triggers an intervention strategy. Trigger is repre-
sented by a trigger event, subpopulation and delay period. For example, a trigger can be described
by an event, where the percentage of a subpopulation of a county becomes infected, triggering the
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need for an intervention. Delay period refers to a delay, given by the number of days, in imple-
menting an intervention. Trigger is either a timed trigger or is driven by a threshold. An example
of a timed trigger is application of intervention after a specified number of days have passed. A
trigger driven by threshold is applied when certain epidemiological measures such as the infection
levels among subpopulations cross a particular threshold.

A single factorial experiment design for studying a particular intervention strategy in a region for
a specific disease involves several cells corresponding to a range of values for the parameter types
described above, such as sub populations, triggers, intervention types and so on. The number of
replicates determine the number of times the experiment would be repeated every time with random
“seeds” or infected population to reduce the variability in the results. The scale of computations
involved for a single experiment is thus very large. Since a complete experimental study can have
several such experiments, the scale of data and computations can increase exponentially.

The experiments are both data and compute intensive and require high performance computing
resources to be able to generate results of the simulation in real time.

In our research, we have used synthetic information systems as the backbone of demographic
information representation for different regions. This synthetic data is built using census data as
described in [11]. Using synthetic information systems in study of epidemic propagation allows
fine-grained analysis at an individual level.

We describe the data formats and storage of synthetic information systems in Chapter 4.

3.2 Experimental Set-up for Forecasting

System analysts and epidemiologists need access to epidemiological environments not only for
studying different mitigation strategies, but also to get an insight into how the epidemic might
unfold in the future, with or without any interventions.

This is crucial for diseases like Ebola, where the analysts have to work with a limited amount of
information, and need real-time forecasts to implement feasible intervention strategies.

The basic requirements for experimental set-up for forecasting are similar to that for epidemic eval-
uation as explained in Section 3.1. However, the data requirements for forecasting are much more
than those involved in epidemic evaluation. Firstly, forecasting requires up-to-date information on
current state of epidemic to be able to forecast its future direction. So, in addition to the static data
about demographics of a region, which may be derived from synthetic information systems, the
forecasting simulation needs up-to-date information on current extent of epidemics.

We propose using synthetic information systems to model populations of different regions and use
it together with real-time epidemic information for generating epidemic forecasts. To accomplish
this, we have implemented a mapping mechanism to translate the real-time surveillance data to
synthetic information systems. We first describe the epidemic modeling and generation process
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and then explain the experimental parameters used for forecasting.

3.2.1 Epidemic Forecast Modeling and Generation

Epidemic forecast modeling is a wide area of research. The main objectives of forecasting in
the context of epidemics involves estimation of epidemiological measures, such as peak timing,
peak number of infections, total number of infections, start and end of epidemic season and so
on. Estimation of these epidemiological measures allows analysts and epidemiologists to take
precautionary measures ahead of the epidemic reaching peak levels. As described in the literature,
following are the main types of epidemic forecasting models that have been used for forecasting
of epidemics. These models have also been described in detail in the paper by Nsoeie et al. [72].

1. Time-series models: These models predict future forecast values based on past observations.
Typically, autoregressive moving average models are used as time-series models.

2. Method of Analogs: This approach involves matching current infection patterns to histor-
ically observed patterns, without making any assumptions on the underlying distributions.
This is a non-parametric approach.

3. Compartmental models: These models assume homogeneous mixing of populations where
populations are divided into compartments to introduce subpopulations, such as Susceptible,
Infectious and Recovered.

4. Agent-based models: These models simulate the behavior of individuals of a population,
represented as agents, which interact with each other based on predefined rules.

5. Metapopulation models: These models represent populations as discrete patches, and the
subpopulations interact through migration. The epidemic states of populations are described
similar to compartmental models.

3.2.2 Epidemic Forecasting Pipeline

The epidemic forecasting pipeline that we have implemented is built to support a variety of epi-
demiological models and techniques that can derive epidemic forecasts based on advanced stochas-
tic computations and optimizations. We describe these computations and optimizations in the fol-
lowing sections.

The epidemiological models and simulations that generate forecasts are the main building blocks
of the pipeline. The pipeline is developed in such a way that it provides several techniques and
methods for translations and transformations to handle the discrepancies in data generated from
various models.
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We use a simulation-driven optimization approach for the forecasting pipeline. From a modeling
standpoint, this method has been described in detail by Nsoesie et al [71]. Our implementation of
this approach has three main components:

1. models of infectious diseases and their corresponding simulation engines that produce highly
resolved epidemic information. The models may be individual-based or aggregate-based
simulations.

2. a stochastic programming-based method for parameter matching and searching based on
input epidemic surveillance data, and

3. a model library comprised of a large number of plausible precomputed outcomes of epidemic
forecasts using the first two steps.

Epidemic Models

Our forecasting pipeline implementation supports both aggregate-based models, implemented us-
ing ordinary differential equations (ODE); and agent based models (ABM) which represent disease
propagation in a population through contact networks. The aggregate-based models are usually
called compartmental models.

In an ODE-based model, the population (N) is partitioned into different compartments. For in-
stance, in the SEIR model, there are four compartments: Susceptible (S), Exposed (E), Infectious
(I), and Removed (R). Within each compartment, people are homogeneous and fully mixed.

In the ABM approach, the population is represented by a network where the nodes are represented
as individuals and the edges are the contacts between the individuals. The nodes are heterogeneous
and have demographic, geographic, and economic attributes.

Details of both these models have been provided earlier in the Background section.

Model Library

The simulation optimization process is a massive large-scale computation process. Hence, it is not
just time-consuming, but also challenging to produce forecasts using this process in near-real time
when surveillance data is available. To make the process more efficient, we have developed a pre-
computed model library that produces a large set of possible forecast outcomes considering a range
of epidemic parameters along with a variety of interventions. This pre-computation is done using
EpiFast [19], a high-performance modeling environment developed for pandemic planning that is
an implementation of ABM approach using synthetic data on regions. When new surveillance data
comes in, this model library of pre-computed forecast outcomes is searched, and the best match is
used for further computations, as described in the following subsection.
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Parameter Matching and Search

We use a Bayesian approach for deriving the results of situation assessment and forecasting in
different regions. Our model implementation is based on the simulation optimization approach to
epidemic forecasting, described in [71].

With the time-series data obtained from surveillance about infection counts periodically (typically
on a weekly basis), the pipeline either searches the precomputed epidemic curves in the model
library (called the DL approach), or calls a derivative free optimization algorithm to search the
model space; the purpose is to find a model that generates epidemic curves that are the most
similar to the given surveillance curve.

Suppose M ∈ M is a model in a set of epidemiological models M. Let M be given by M =
{(p1, p2, . . . , pk) ∈ Rk}, where pi represents either epidemic parameters such as transmission
rate and removal rate in the classical SEIR model that affect disease transmission, or interven-
tion parameters such as compliance rate, efficacy of pharmaceutical interventions, duration of
non-pharmaceutical interventions, timing of the interventions and so on. If S ∈ S represents
an epidemic simulation, which takes a model M ∈ M as input and produces an epidemic curve
or time-series of infection counts as output, then the output epidemic curve is given by S(M) =
X = (x1, x2, . . . , xT ), where xi represents the number of infections in week i.

The epidemic simulation is a stochastic process. Hence we have several possible epidemic curves
from the simulation output, that represents the probabilistic nature of the output. Hence, S(M)
is computed across several replicates given by X1, . . . , XR. Each output X represents infection
counts computed at different geographical levels, per week in a single replicate. Currently, we use
averaging techniques by finding a mean of the infection counts derived from all the replicates to
arrive at the final forecast outcome. This is stored as an aggregated count of infections at different
geographical levels for every region for which forecast is sought.

Let y = (y1, y2, . . . , yT ) be the observed epidemic curve from surveillance which represents
weekly infection counts in a region. To compute situation assessment and forecast of the infection
counts in the region based on surveillance, the first step is to find a matching set of models and
corresponding epidemic parameters that represent the current epidemic. To achieve this for finding
a matching model, the algorithm computes a distance measure between y and x. We have imple-
mented Euclidean distance as a simple distance measure calculation between y and x in our current
version, but the system supports a variety of distance measures to be used for this purpose. Based
on the distance measure, if a matching model that represents the current epidemic time-series is
found, then the output infection time-series curve for the corresponding model stored in the library
is used as the forecast outcome. If there is no matching model, then we use an optimization process
such as the Nelder-Mead optimization algorithm to derive epidemic parameters such as transmis-
sion rate and removal rate in the classical SEIR model. Using the parameters derived from the
optimization process, a simulation is executed to derive the forecast results.

Figure 3.1 shows the forecasting pipeline of our platform from a process-oriented viewpoint.
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Figure 3.1: EpiCaster forecasting pipeline : Processing of epidemic data from surveillance data
collection to epidemic forecast generation

The epidemic propagation engine executes epidemic simulations based on a range of epidemic
time-series data used as input, and stores the forecast outcomes in the model library along with
their model parameters, including disease transmissibility, incubation period and infectious pe-
riod. Since we use synthetic population data for ABM simulations, we have detailed demographic
information of every individual in each region. With the granularity of demographic information
available, the forecast epidemic simulations can be executed with not just the base case of ’no inter-
ventions’, but also with fine-grained interventions applied to certain sub-populations of the region.
Some of the intervention strategies that can be supported for epidemic evaluation and forecasting
include vaccination of a sub set of individuals of a population or evaluating behavioral changes
by certain high-risk individuals. For instance, types of intervention strategies that can be analyzed
include, finding infection counts when a certain percentage of school-age population is vaccinated,
school-closures in a particular county of a region, anti-viral distribution among high-risk popu-
lations etc. The corresponding results of the epidemic simulation are also stored in the model
library and used for parameter matching when intervention information is available from surveil-
lance. This is a distinguishing feature of our system, that supports forecasting in the presence of
mitigation strategies.

We describe the data model for supporting the forecasting pipeline in Chapter 4 and the architec-
tural details of the pipeline in Chapter 5.
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3.2.3 Epidemiological Forecast Measures for Experimental Analysis

The modeling environment that we have designed supports fine-grained forecasting. The main
objective of our research is to not only provide key epidemiological measures such as epidemic
peak timing and peak number of infections, but also to provide fine grained assessment based on
demographics and effects of mitigation strategies. Using our approach, we are able to find out
effects of epidemics based on population demographics, geographic spread and time-lines. Our
approach is able to produce forecasts at a spatial, temporal and social granularity.

For instance, using our approach, analysts can analyze the effect of a current epidemic on school-
age children or forecast the extent of an epidemic among female population. In addition, the system
also is able to support analytics in the presence of fine-grained interventions such as vaccinations
applied to senior citizens in a particular county with 30 percent compliance rate and so on.

To achieve this, we propose using agent-based models for fine-grained forecasting of epidemic
infections along with aggregate ODE-based models. We use synthetic information systems in
addition to real-time data as the backbone of our forecasting models.

In addition, for the system to support study of multiple diseases across various regions of the world
at different levels of granularity and mitigation strategies poses a new set of computational and data
requirements that needs to be handled through appropriate data representation and management
techniques that we describe in Section 4.

Our forecast approach is based on epidemic simulations. Hence the terms involved in the study
of an epidemiological experiment including the cell, replicate, efficacy, compliance and so on de-
scribed before are also relevant to an epidemic forecasting experiment. The use of agent-based
modeling to generate fine-grained forecasts is data and compute intensive similar to a single ex-
periment described before for running intervention evaluations.

The main difference for a forecasting experiment from a simple epidemiological simulation is the
presence of actual environmental information related to epidemic surveillance and the mapping
required to map to an experimental evaluation along with the scale and magnitude of forecast data
processing involved. An epidemic simulation experiment is typically executed online at run-time
based on the parameters chosen for evaluation. A forecast experiment is based on real world data
and hence can only be executed when surveillance information is available. Also, since the scale
of data is very large based on time scale and regional demographics, forecasting experiments are
usually pre-computed and then analysis can be carried out at run-time by analysts.

Firstly, since we use agent-based modeling using synthetic information systems, the mapping from
the environment which is in an aggregated form to the synthetic information systems is critical.
In the ABM approach, we use the aggregate count of infections obtained for a particular region
from surveillance (for example, GFT data for flu) and randomly assign the same count of agents
in the synthetic network as being in the “Infected” state and use the agents as random seends of
infection. The ABM model is then executed using an HPC-based simulation such as EpiFast and
forecast results are computed.
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Secondly, we have developed a model on top of the forecast results to aggregate and present the
forecast results to the users. The data representation of the forecast output is explained in detail in
the Section 4. From an experimental set-up standpoint, aggregate-based models produce infection
counts for different geographical regions at multiple levels.

In our approach, we have created separate data abstractions using relational database at a national
level. Simulation output data generated at any level can be represented inside the table created for
each nation. Typically, the simulations are run at either national level or at state level. For a large
country like USA, the simulation is run at a state level (for example, California, Virginia, New
York etc.) and the data from multiple tables corresponding to each state, is aggregated together.

In our current implementation, for aggregate epidemic counts, we average the counts generated
across multiple replicates and derive the final forecast outcome. For individual-level forecasts,
we use a model on top of the individual-level epidemic forecasts obtained using ABM forecasting
models, that involves some averaging over the replicates. This fine-grained individual level forecast
is explained in detail in the last Chapter of the thesis.



Chapter 4

Data Representation for Large-scale
Epidemiology

Over the years, there have been a range of epidemiological models and tools that have been built by
computational scientists to closely capture the dynamics of various epidemics in different regions
of the world and to project or forecast epidemic propagation in the near future. Most of these
analytical models are built for situation assessment of specific diseases and are able to capture
disease propagation dynamics in specific regions, where the disease is prevalent. In addition,
other factors that affect disease propagation dynamics, such as individual-level and policy-level
mitigation strategies applied to contain the epidemic, are included as part of the model in many
cases.

Hence, in computational systems built around such epidemiological models, the data is closely
integrated with the model and there is limited flexibility to reuse the model for any other disease
or region. Moreover, integrating policy-level or behavioral interventions with the model requires
changes to the model, which is a time-consuming process. This imposes limitations on the number
of epidemic propagation scenarios that can studied using the system.

We have built an end-to-end computational system that can allow public health decision makers
and epidemiologists to study epidemics of different diseases that may be prevalent in different
regions of the world at multiple geographical granularities by using a single web-based platform.
Our platform provides flexibility to the users to request forecasts with or without application of
dynamic intervention strategies and to view the forecasts through time-varying heat maps and
graphical plots for ease of analysis.

The data involved in building this integrated platform comes from multiple sources and with di-
verse formats, such as time-series data of infections gathered from surveillance sources, graph-
based data of the social-contact network over which the epidemic spreads, GIS data for map dis-
plays and relational data about population demographics in different regions.

In this chapter, we describe the data representation techniques and methodologies that we have im-
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plemented for building an end-to-end data analytics platform with diverse data sets, for evaluation
and forecasting of epidemics.

4.1 Problem Definition

Our aim is to separate the implementation of the platform from the implementation of the model
and provide the users flexibility to select any model of epidemic forecasting through a single web-
based platform. The models may be large scale network-based models or differential equation
based models based on simulations of disease propagation or causal models of epidemic forecast-
ing. Most of the traditional epidemiological systems have the data completely embedded inside
the model. This tight-coupling of data with the model and the simulation system makes the system
inflexible to any changes or extensions in the type and format of data.

There is a need to build a platform where the users can request forecasts based on different types
of forecasting models. The forecasts may be produced at multiple geographical granularities based
on types of models used. The system should not only be able to handle the current set of diseases,
such as such as Flu, Ebola, Malaria etc., but also be flexible enough to incorporate models for
new diseases as they appear. The system must also be extendable to add new global regions for
which infection data becomes available. In addition, the system needs to support collection of
surveillance data through several different sources, such as the CDC, WHO, Ministries of Health,
social media, and so on.

The data involved in building such an integrated platform comes from diverse sources and with
diverse formats. The first set of data consists of the models used for epidemic propagation. These
include models for epidemic situation assessment and forecasting, which in turn may be based on
epidemic propagation models such as aggregate-based models and network-based models. The
model data is closely tied with the simulations that execute the models on computing platforms.
The second set of data consists of the surveillance data gathered from several sources of data col-
lection, such as the CDC, Ministries of Health and so on, as a time-series of infection counts in
different regions. The third set of data is the demographic data and contact network data associ-
ated with the regions under consideration, that affect the disease propagation dynamics, and hence,
used as input to the simulation model. The last data set involves the output of the epidemic fore-
casting simulations and other associated data for displaying the results on the User Interface (UI).
These include the GIS (Geographic Information Systems) data consisting of maps and geographic
locations.

Here, we have described the data representation techniques and methodologies that we have im-
plemented for building an end-to-end data analytics platform with diverse data sets, for evaluation
and forecasting of epidemics. The main contribution of our work is the design and development of
various data integration methodologies for representing and processing the “big data” associated
with large scale epidemic situation assessment and forecasting.
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Region Name Population
(in mil-
lions)

Network
size (in
millions)

Storage
size

Virginia, USA 7.25 202.5 5.4 GB
Wyoming,
USA

0.56 12.08 340 MB

California,
USA

33.6 947.9 26GB

Liberia 4.2 84.8 2GB

Table 4.1: Population in million, contact network size and storage size of different regions used in
the epidemiological experimental analysis

The accuracy of the epidemic forecasts is dependent on the veracity of the data and trends collected
from various surveillance sources. The rate of data ingestion or the “velocity” of input data from
surveillance sources such as the CDC, WHO and so on, adds more complexity to the scale of data
in the forecasting pipeline. For instance, one of the epidemic surveillance sources that we use is
the Google Flu Trends. This data is obtained on a weekly basis for different regions in a comma
separated file format. The typical size of each file is around 500 KB and stores aggregated counts
of infections.

In addition to surveillance data, we use synthetic data to represent population demographics of
different regions under consideration. We also use a synthetic contact network data to represent
contact patterns between individuals of a region. Table 4.1. shows the population and contact
network sizes of Liberia and 3 regions of the USA, namely Virginia, California and Wyoming.

The storage and representation of the input surveillance and demographic data is critical for effi-
cient execution of forecast epidemic simulations. For instance, to support different geographical
and social resolutions of the forecasts, the regional populations need to be represented and stored
at fine-grained levels, such as state, county, block group and so on, which makes the scale of data
involved very large. Additionally, the data is replicated in multiple formats for ease of processing
and retrieval. As seen in Table 4.1, the storage size for a contact network for Virginia is 5.4 GB
and for a big state like California, the contact network occupies 26 GB of space, when stored in a
relational format. The same data is also stored in files to be used during simulations.

We have designed the schema of our databases to accommodate the volume, variety and velocity
of the input data so that it can be processed in the forecasting simulations. In addition to the input
data, it is also important to devise techniques for optimal representation of intermediate data and
output forecast data so that it can be presented to the users. Our goal is to provide the users with
the flexibility to evaluate the forecast results for a range of diseases, models, regions, surveillance
sources and interventions.

To achieve this, the schema that we have developed produces a unique forecast output for each
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Figure 4.1: Epidemic forecasting output generated by the integrated analytics platform, represented
as a Cartesian product of input parameters such as forecasting model, disease, region etc., showing
the scale of data processed by the system

combination of diseases, models, regions, surveillance sources and interventions, which represent
the dimensions of the forecast output. This ensures fast retrieval of forecast data so that it can be
rendered using heat maps and plots.

The interesting aspect that summarizes the scale of data that is processed as output by our analytics
platform can be explained as follows. If D is the set of diseases in the system, M is the set of
epidemiological forecasting models, S is the set of surveillance sources , R is the set of the regions
of the world for which epidemic forecast is sought, T is the forecast output period, and I is the set
of interventions relevant to a disease, then the derived forecast output is a Cartesian product of D,
M , R and I given by Forecast_Output = D X M X S X R X T X I . Hence, the volume of data
can grow quickly with the addition of new entries to the dimension sets, such as addition of new
diseases, regions, models and so on.

Figure 4.1 shows the overall scale of data that needs to be supported by the platform when there
are multiple diseases, regions, models, surveillance sources and interventions.

4.2 Data Architecture

Most of the epidemiological models described in the literature for epidemic evaluation and fore-
casting, study specific epidemic scenarios in specific regions of the world for the benefit of health
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experts and epidemiologists. For instance, there are models that can forecast the impact of Ebola
in West Africa based on surveillance data gathered from the ministries of health in the West Africa
region. Modelers also use many different sources of surveillance data such as social media data,
data gathered from the health ministries, hospital data etc. to compare the forecasting results based
on various surveillance sources.

Due to the complex nature of the epidemiological models, the model output is a function of the
parameters such as the surveillance source, region demographics, disease type, application of in-
tervention strategies and so on. Hence, the computational systems that implement these epidemio-
logical models are closely integrated with the data.

Our objective is to build a common epidemiological platform for evaluation and forecasting of
a range of diseases so that they can be studied together. The platform should allow reuse and
re-application of the models along with the ability to incorporate different model parameters.

To achieve this goal, we have developed a decoupled architecture where data is separated from the
processing. Figure 4.2 shows the high-level data architecture of the analytics platform. All the
data related to epidemics is collected in a single data store, which forms a common repository of
information. Epidemic surveillance data is collected from multiple surveillance sources, such as,
the CDC, hospital data, Ministries of Health, etc. and ingested into the central data store. The data
store also ingests demographic data about populations in different regions of the world and the
social-contact network between people that forms the fabric over which an epidemic propagates.
The network structure may be different based on different diseases. For instance, the contact
network for Flu is based on the physical proximity of people in a region, whereas for a vector-
borne disease like malaria, the structure of the contact network is based on the presence of the
vectors i.e. mosquitoes that affect the propagation of malaria in the region.

The epidemic simulations that implement the forecasting epidemiological models read this surveil-
lance and population data as input from the data store and write back the output of the situation
assessment and forecasting into the data store. Since the data is stored in a common place, any data
visualization application can access this data from the central data store through use of appropriate
object mapping techniques and display it through maps or other graphs on Web-based systems.

There are three main considerations with respect to the data stored in the platform.

• Data Model and Schema : This relates to the type of data-sets involved in the epidemic
evaluation and forecasting process.

• Data Storage : This involves evaluation of the format of data storage, given requirements of
latency, efficiency and throughput.

• Data Retrieval : This involves evaluation of the data formats used for data storage so that a
range of flexible queries are supported for retrieving situation assessment and forecast data.

We describe these in detail in the next few sections.
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Figure 4.2: Decoupled data architecture of analytics platform, where the central data store is the
common repository for all epidemic related information.

4.3 Data Model and Schema

The epidemic evaluation and forecasting models use a variety of data sets as input and produce
forecasting data as output during the processing phase. In this section, we describe the various
types of input and intermediate data-sets involved in the epidemic forecasting process along with
the data schema.

The central data store collects and stores the following types of data sets: population demographic
data, contact network data, surveillance data, model data and forecast data.

For individual-based epidemic models, the population data is represented as individuals or agents
with demographic and geographic attributes. Most of the individual-based epidemiological models
such as EpiFast [19] and Indemics [18] use synthetic information systems to represent individuals
of a region. The population data of the synthetic information system is generated based on Census
data [11], and hence can be assumed to be more or less static for the duration of the simulation.

The individual-level data is given by the tuple R = (person id, age, gender, home location id). In
addition to individual-level information, epidemiological systems need i) social contact network
information describing which individual is connected to which other individual and what is the
type of contact, and ii) geographical data related to regions to find aggregate infection counts at
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different geographical levels.

The social contact network information is a graph G(V,E) of a region, where V represents an in-
dividual of the region and E represents social proximity. The proximity may be defined differently
based on different disease types. For instance, for studying a disease like Flu, the edges of the
graph G represent physical contacts, whereas for a vector-borne disease like malaria, the contact
network edges are based on the presence of vectors like mosquitoes in close proximity to be able
to transmit the disease. Representation of these social contact network graphs G is an important
consideration for executing epidemiological forecasting simulations. The details of the formal
representation are available in the research on Indemics [18] [62].

Formal representation: An epidemic simulation system for situation assessment and forecasting
can be represented as an extended Co-evolving Graphical Discrete Dynamical System (CGDDS).
An extended CGDDS is represented by symbol S over a given domain D of state values and a
domain L of label values, and is a triple (G,F ,W ), whose components are as follows.

The social contact network representing each region for which an epidemic needs to be computed
is given by Graph G(V,E) where vertex set V = {v1, v2, . . . vn} represents the set of agents
(individuals). For each vertex vi, let vector si denote its states si = (s1

i , s
2
i , . . . s

k
i ) ∈ D = (D1 ×

D2 × · · · × Dk), where sj
i corresponds to state j. The states comprise of the agent’s health state

(Susceptible, Infectious, Recovered etc.), behavioral state (e.g. level of fear, risk aversion, etc.) as
well as static demographic attributes (e.g. age, gender, household income etc.)

The edge set E = {e1, e2, . . . , em} ⊆ (V × V ) represents the contacts between agents. For any
edge e ∈ E, let vector `e denote its labels `e = (`1

e, `
2
e, . . . , `

h
e ) ∈ L = (L1×L2×· · ·×Lh). In our

social contact network, the edge labels include the contact duration and the contact type (home,
school, work, shopping, or others).

Functions F = (f, gV , gE), where f is a set of local-transition functions; gV is a set of vertex
modification functions; and gE is a set of edge modification functions.

For each vertex vi, fi : D × DVi × LEi 7→ D represents its local state transition function, where
Vi and Ei are the neighboring vertices and edges of vi. Normally Vi are vertices adjacent to vi

and Ei are edges incident on vi. The function fi corresponds to the epidemic propagation process
which changes an agent’s states based on the current states of the agent as well as that of all its
neighboring agents and current labels on the contact edges with its neighboring agents.

gV = {gV
1 , g

V
2 , . . . g

V
kV
} represents a set of vertex modification functions, where each gV

j : DV ×
LE 7→ DV directly changes states of vertices based on the current state of the whole graph. We
assume V is constant.

gE = {gE
1 , g

E
2 , . . . g

E
kE
} represents a set of edge modification functions, where each gE

j : DV ×
LE 7→ LV ×V changes the set of edges and the edge labels based on the current state of the whole
graph. Note that gE functions may add new edges to G; and for vertex-pair u, v with no contact,
the labels on them are null.

The change in state of the vertices, representing individuals of a population, is represented by the
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schedule string W over the alphabet gV ∪ gE . The schedule of modifications on graph G is given
by W = w1

1w
2
1 . . . w

j1
1 . . . w1

tw
2
t . . . w

jt
t . . . w

1
Tw

2
T . . . w

jT
T , where T represents the number of time

steps. The tth substring of W , w1
tw

2
t . . . w

jt
t , denotes the updates on vertices and edges at time step

t.

In an extended CGDDS representing epidemic dynamics in a social contact network, G is the con-
tact network, f functions correspond to between-host disease progression, gV functions correspond
to within-host disease progression, pharmaceutical interventions (PI’s, e.g. antiviral, vaccination),
and behavioral adaptations that directly change people’s states (e.g., increase of fear level as the
epidemic takes off, use of face masks), and gE functions correspond to non-pharmaceutical in-
terventions (NPI’s, e.g., school closure, quarantine and social distancing) that change the graph
structure.

We have currently created such synthetic networks for different regions of the world including
USA, India, Israel etc. For instance, the synthetic contact network of the USA is comprised of ap-
proximately 300 million nodes and 15 billion edges. The synthetic network generation process has
been validated over the last 10 years through various quality control methods. Refer to [22], [42]
for how such a network can be constructed rigorously.

We store the graph representation of different regions of the world in flat files on the high-performance
computing clusters and read it in memory while executing the forecast simulations. The social con-
tact network data N is also stored as a tuple N = (pid_1, pid_2), where pid_1 and pid_2 represent
the end points of an edge in the social contact network. It is stored in the RDBMS so that interven-
tions based on the social contact network structure can be formulated.

Geographical information is stored at a fine-grained level for every nation of the world. The pop-
ulation information is given by the tuple P = (pid, state, county, blockgroup). This is stored
for every individual of the region. The geographical location information for each region is given
by the tuple L= (region_id, level1_area_id, level2_area_id, level3_area_id), where region_id indi-
cates the unique identifier of the region, and each subsequent level indicates a finer gradation of the
geographical region. Typically, each nation is represented as a separate geographical region so that
various geographical breakdowns per country are represented in a uniform way. For example, for
USA, level1_area_id represents the state, level2_area_id represents the county, and level3_area_id
the block group identifier; for Liberia, there is only a level1_area_id that represents the county.

The last set of input data needed for epidemiological models and the most important one is the
up-to-date surveillance data about infected individuals in the affected regions. This dynamically
evolving epidemic data from surveillance sources is represented as time-series data of infected
individual counts, and is represented by tuple E = (date,region,count). E is updated periodically
based on availability of surveillance. For instance data from CDC and GFT for flu is available on a
weekly basis, whereas data for Ebola is collected from sources such as WHO, ministries of Health
(MoH) and so on whenever it is published by those sources.

The output of the forecasting simulations that implement the forecasting models is given by the
situation assessment and epidemic forecasts for different regions for which specific epidemic in-
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formation is available. Based on the type of epidemiological models used, the output is different.
For instance, if individual-based model like EpiFast [19] is used, then the forecast is represented as
individual-level infections and is given by the tuple F = (person id, replicate, infection date). The
forecasting simulations are executed when the epidemic surveillance data is available i.e. when
data-set E is updated. Note that the epidemic simulation is a stochastic computation, and usu-
ally runs for multiple replicates to account for the variability in the simulations. Therefore the
output data set F of infected individuals, computed for each region (typically at national level)
for a given disease, stores replicate information. This forecast information is indexed by both the
infection date and the identifiers of the infected individuals. This indexing allows fast and flexi-
ble retrieval of data for studying the forecasts at fine-grained individual levels. The forecast data
across multiple replicates is averaged to arrive at the aggregate forecast counts at different area
levels by using individual forecast information together with location information. This aggregate-
level data set from individual-based epidemic models is given by A = (infection date, infection
count, region_id, level1_area_id, level2_area_id, level3_area_id). The output from the aggregate-
based epidemiological models can also be described by the data set A, since it directly produces
aggregate infection information for each region.

4.4 Data Storage

The main considerations for data storage of epidemic situation assessment and forecast data include
efficiency with respect to space and time for data access and manipulation. The volume of data that
we deal with in the epidemic forecasting domain makes data storage and retrieval an interesting
problem. As part of the data storage requirements, we also need to consider whether data needs to
be replicated across different machines for ease of reliable processing and availability.

As described in Section 4.3, for executing individual-based epidemic forecasting simulations, we
store the population of each region by representing each individual of the population with demo-
graphic and geographic attributes. For instance, the population of the USA is around 300 million,
the population of Liberia is around 4.2 million, and that of India is around 1.25 billion. Within the
USA, the population needs to be stored and queried at multiple levels, including state, county and
block group. For instance, the state population sizes range from 0.563 million (Wyoming) to 33.6
million (California).

The population information is critical for running forecast simulations. Hence this data is repli-
cated across 2 places - (i) The data is stored as flat files on the high performance computing clusters
that simulate epidemic propagation, and (ii) The data is stored in relational format for querying
purposes.

Other than the population tables, we store surveillance data for each disease in relational format so
that it can be easily accessed. The surveillance data is also stored as flat files and read in memory
while executing forecast simulations.
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We chose relational databases for storing the demographic and population data because the data
model fits well with the relational format, where information needs to be stored for each person of
a region, and their locations. The relational database format is also used for storage of forecasts,
since it provides the flexibility to query the system in multiple ways, without any restrictions on
the format and structure of the data to be fetched. The synthetic contact network data is stored
as flat files and is fetched during the simulation execution phase of the forecasting pipeline. This
allows the contact network to be different for different diseases based on whether it is air-borne
or vector-borne, and separate from the other population demographics, which remain the same for
every type of forecast.

The main drawback of NoSQL data stores like Cassandra, neo4j etc. with respect to our require-
ments is that most of the NoSQL data stores do not provide the flexibility of query mechanism.
The schema of such databases has to be designed during the database design phase itself with the
knowledge of typical queries to be executed later, thus limiting the flexibility of query execution
at run-time. For instance, the design of the neo4j database is optimized for storing graph queries.
For any other types of queries, the database might have significant performance issues compared to
relational databases. Similarly, data stores such as Cassandra can optimize storage of time-series
data pretty well, but the schema design is not flexible and does not support join operations with
other data sets. This limits the type of queries that can be executed using such databases. Hence,
the relational database model and structure was chosen as the format for data storage and retrieval
for storing the data related to situation assessment and forecasting in different regions.

Scale of Forecasting Data

We store the forecast outputs of each region in relational format in separate tables, based on source
of surveillance, forecasting model and type of intervention. The forecasts are generated periodi-
cally for each disease type for each region, after receiving input surveillance data from different
data sources. Note that, if a model uses multiple sources in its forecasting computation, then the
combination surveillance source is stored as a separate entry in the database table. Forecasting out-
put derived from individual-based models, the size of the tables can contain up to several thousand
rows, depending on infection rates and number of replicates used for stochastic computations. This
use of stochastic computations increases the scale of storage several folds to improve the accuracy
of the forecast. For instance, based on GFT data, the forecast simulations produce individual out-
puts for each state of the US. The typical size of these tables for WV, VA and CA are 2 MB, 46MB
and 240 MB respectively, generated every week. The total size of data for US is around 3-5 GB
every week. Similarly, several MBs of data is generated for other nations of the world based on
availability of surveillance. This data needs to be purged periodically after completion of analysis
and aggregation, so that it does not keep growing exponentially.

In our platform, we also create aggregate tables, to store aggregate counts of infections at different
geographic levels for each region. Some of these tables are large, but not excessively so; for
example, each summary table for the US is about 582 MB. However, when one considers that
there could be more than four interventions, at least three or four data sources, and several models,
the system has to generate and support at least 18GB of forecast output data per country per week.
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This is in addition to the raw surveillance data gathered from several sources that is only a few
GBs in size, and the synthetic demographic and contact data stored for each region, with storage
sizes ranging from a few MBs for smaller regions to several GBs for bigger regions.

In short, the volume and velocity of information gathering leads to generation and storage of several
gigabytes of epidemic surveillance and forecast data every week, and the scale can grow into
several terabytes as more replicated data is stored over a period of time.

To summarize (the scale of data), the surveillance data is obtained periodically (typically on a
weekly basis) and the forecast needs to be computed as soon as the surveillance is available. With
the pre-computations, aggregations and transformations from different formats, the scale of data
produced is very large. For instance, in the current implementation of our platform, we compute
flu forecasts for the US and India, and Ebola forecasts for Liberia and Sierra Leone. The scale of
demographic and contact network data for these regions is in the range of around 250 GB. We ob-
tain surveillance data every week for flu and Ebola in different formats. Considering intermediate
data involved in transformations and manipulations, the scale of this surveillance data is around 10
GB per week. We have ABM-based and ODE-based simulations that produce forecast outcomes.
This output forecast data is in the range of 15-20 GB. Overall, the current platform implementation
stores around 500 GB of data, with around 20-30 GB of data getting added every week for flu and
Ebola. With addition, of new regions, models and diseases, there will be a corresponding increase
in the scale of this data.

4.5 Data Retrieval and Analytics

The main objective of building an integrated platform for evaluation and forecasting of epidemics
is to be able to retrieve large scale analytical data in a flexible way. In our relational model, we
have extended the concepts from data warehousing and relational databases to efficiently retrieve
flexible analytical queries at transactional speeds.

The queries that need to be supported for fine-grained situation assessment and forecasting within
EpiCaster are mostly analytical in nature. The typical type of data that needs to be retrieved using
queries includes finding aggregated counts at regional, national and world levels per disease, and
ranking of infection counts by region per disease. For instance, sample queries might include “Find
the overall infection counts of Ebola in the world this week”, “Find the top 3 regions in USA that
are forecast to have highest counts of population affected by flu”, and “Find the flu infection counts
in Montgomery County, Virginia in the next week”.

We have applied several mechanisms for improving the speed of query execution to retreive fore-
cast results faster from a schema standpoint. Some of the optimizations that we have implemented
to streamline the epidemic data collection process as well as the forecast data generation and re-
trieval include:

1. Precomputation: Our analytics platform processes epidemic forecasts on multiple geograph-
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ical levels based on several inputs including type of model, surveillance source, disease,
intervention types and region. The forecast simulation that produces the forecasts is a de-
tailed simulation that may take several minutes to hours depending on the computation and
parameters of execution. Hence, it is difficult to execute a simulation when the forecast
data is requested. We use precomputations of several different combinations of execution
parameters and store the results in a way that can be accessed when queried.

As a special case of precomputations, we perform summarization of data that is requested
often for faster response times. For instance, we have created a summary table containing
precomputed data for the retrieval of aggregate-level counts of infected individuals in differ-
ent regions derived from individual-level tables generated from individual based models.

2. Lookup Registry: We have created a look-up registry for ease of access of precomputed
forecast data from the database. The look-up registry that we have developed is an extension
of the star schema from the data warehousing literature. The star schema that we have
designed is based on different dimensions that relate to an epidemic forecast, such as region,
disease, intervention, surveillance source and forecast model. We describe the star schema
architecture that we have designed for the lookup registry in the following sections. The
lookup table is an extension of the fact table in a star schema. However, instead of directly
storing the facts like in a star schema, the lookup table stores a pointer to different tables that
stores forecasts for a combination of dimension attributes. For example, the lookup registry
stores a pointer to the USA_FLU_M3_S1_SUMMARY table for the row with attributes
region = USA, disease =flu, surveillance_source= GFT and model= EpiFast and so on. We
describe our design of star schema in the following sub sections.

3. Denormalization: We have denormalized the data in the database wherever possible for faster
response times; with denormalization, response times have dropped from minutes to seconds.
For instance, all the location data tables have been denormalized for faster data retrieval at
multiple geographical levels.

4. Transformations: We apply transformation techniques to store data in a compatible format
throughout the forecasting pipeline. For instance, the demography information related to
individuals in a region is transformed into population tables that store the geographic levels
in different regions of the world and their corresponding populations. This also speeds up the
computation while computing aggregate infection counts at different geographical levels.

5. Automations: To avoid any manual interventions in the data collection and manipulation pro-
cesses, we have automated the creation of forecasts and the generation of table summaries;
these scripts are run weekly to populate the forecast tables and make data available to the
end-users.
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Figure 4.3: Traditional star schema model design for analyzing epidemic forecasting results across
multiple dimensions where the fact table is represented by a central look-up registry of forecast
counts

4.5.1 Star Schema Design of the Analytics Platform

The main motivation for designing our analytical platform is to be able to analyze a large range
of analytical queries in a flexible way. We have extended concepts from big data processing and
traditional data warehousing.

In particular, we have used the star schema design from the data warehousing literature for the
purpose of storing forecasting data. The dimensions that relate to an epidemic forecast include
region, disease, intervention, surveillance source, forecast model and time. Time is an important
dimension for analysis of evaluation and particularly forecast data. However, there are multiple
ways to represent the time dimension, which changes the flexibility of querying. Time dimension
is dependent on the frequency of executing forecast simulations, which in turn is affected by the
frequency of collecting surveillance data from different surveillance sources.

We evaluated three different ways of representing the forecast data in a star schema format. Each
format has its advantages and disadvantages and we discuss each of them below.

Standard Star Schema Design

The first approach is the classical star schema design used in traditional data warehousing ap-
proach, as shown in Figure 4.3. In this approach, time is considered as one of the dimensions
along with disease, region, model, source and intervention. The time dimension is represented by
day, month and year. All the aggregated forecast output data related to all the diseases in different
regions of the world, is stored in a single fact table that stores the forecasts as “facts”. Since the
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fact table stores all the forecast data, the scale of data in this table is very large.

The advantages of using this approach are as follows:

• The data related to all the epidemics is stored in a denormalized form in a single table. Hence
a single table needs to be loaded while fetching data related to any disease.

• Since the analytical data is denormalized, this approach is efficient when the types of queries
from forecast outcome are known in advance. In this way, the fact table structure can be
optimally designed for fast query retireval.

There are also several disadvantages of using this approach as follows:

• Inflexibility: Since the data related to all the epidemics is stored in a single table, the structure
of the table needs to be set. If a new type of parameter needs to be added, then the structure
of the table might need to be changed and the forecast output data for all regions and diseases
using all models has to be reloaded again.

• It is imperative to load the data related to all the diseases, regions, models, sources and
interventions into the main memory, during query processing, irrespective of the type of
query, which is memory inefficient.

• This approach is not able to handle the differences in the number of geographical levels
for different regions of the world. For instance, USA has three main non-overlapping con-
tained geographical levels, namely state, county and block group. Liberia, on the other
hand, has only one geographical level given by counties. However, using the traditional
star schema design approach, it is imperative to represent all the regions with the maximum
number of levels possible, i.e. in this case three levels(level1_area_id, level2_area_id and
level3_area_id) as shown in the Region_Dimension table in the Figure 4.3. This increases
the scale of data to be stored and retrieved from the system.

Modified Star Schema Design for Flexibility

The second approach to represent data for the analytical platform involves a modified star schema
design as shown in Figure 4.4. In this approach, time is considered as a separate dimension,
similar to the traditional star schema design. The main difference in this approach compared to the
traditional star schema approach is that instead of storing the data related to epidemic forecasting
output in a central fact table, the fact table is only used as a lookup table to point to other tables that
store the forecast outcome data. There is a table storing aggregate data for each combination of
region (national level), disease, surveillance source, forecasting model, intervention and time. The
time dimension is used to represent the time at which the data is gathered from the surveillance
source and when the forecast is generated using simulations. For instance, Google Flu Trends
is used as the surveillance source for forecasting of flu in the USA. GFT data is gathered on a
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Figure 4.4: Modified star schema design for adding flexibility and extendibility in analysis of
epidemic forecast results across multiple dimensions, by having the central fact table point to a
table storing forecast results

weekly basis. The forecast pipeline generates the forecast output as soon as GFT surveillance data
is available every week. This forecast output data is stored in a new output table every week and
referenced by the central look-up fact table. Similarly, a new aggregate data table is generated
every time period for every combination of region, disease, surveillance source, forecasting model
and intervention.

The advantages of this approach are as follows:

• Flexibility: The data related to each combination of region (national level), disease, surveil-
lance source, forecasting model and intervention is stored in a separate table. So when query
results are to be retrieved for a particular disease or region, only a subset of the data needs to
be loaded in the main memory, which is more efficient than loading the entire data into the
main memory.

• If a new parameter related to a particular disease in a particular region needs to be added,
then the change is localized, and only the relevant table need to be modified, instead of
modifying or changing data related to all the diseases.

• Since the features related to a particular region can be localized to specific tables, this ap-
proach can effectively handle the differences in the number of geographical levels for differ-
ent countries of the world.

• This approach can store retrospective forecasts derived at different time-stamps in the past
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Figure 4.5: Modified star schema model design with flexibility and storage optimization by storing
forecast results across different time periods together in a single table

with reference to the corresponding surveillance data. Such retrospective data may be re-
quired for in-depth analysis of how the forecast accuracy has evolved over a period of time
or to analyze how the quality of forecasts may affect the forecast outcome.

The disadvantages of this approach are as follows:

• This approach produces several small tables at regular intervals based on the rate of gathering
of the surveillance data (typically weekly). Creation of many such small tables may lead to
database fragmentation issues.

• This approach stores forecast data in separate tables, based on the rate of gathering of surveil-
lance data. So the forecast outcome generated for the current time period using surveillance
data from previous time period is stored in a separate table from the one storing the forecast
output from the previous time period. When the surveillance data is obtained for the current
time period, then the forecast data for the current time period becomes irrelevant. However,
in this approach all this additional data is stored in separate tables, increasing the overall
scale of data. However, such data may be needed for analysis of retrospective forecasts as
described above.

Modified Star Schema Design for Flexibility and Storage Optimization
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Figure 4.6: Structure of the summary table of infections referenced by the central fact table in the
modified star schema for looking up infection forecast results for a given region

The last and final approach to represent data for the analytical platform extends the modified star
schema design and takes care of some of its inefficiencies with respect to the scale of data and
storage. We have implemented this design in our analytical platform. The star schema design of
this approach is shown in Figure 4.5.

In this approach, time is not considered as a separate dimension in the design of the star schema.
The dimensions of this star schema include region (national level), disease, surveillance source,
forecasting model and intervention. The approach is very similar to the modified star schema de-
sign for flexibility described in the previous sub section, where the fact table is only used as a
lookup table to point to other tables that store the data. There is a table storing aggregate data for
each combination of region (national level), disease, surveillance source, forecasting model and
intervention. Instead of having separate tables for the time dimension based on the time of gather-
ing the surveillance data, we append the new forecasting output data into the same table based on
a combination of other 5 dimensions. For example, when new data on Ebola epidemic is gathered
from the World Health Organization (WHO), a simulation is executed based on the ABM-approach
without any interventions. The simulation output is generated, and the aggregated summary data is
uploaded in the table “LBR_EBL_I0_M1_S2_SUMMARY” , storing region_id=430 (for Liberia),
disease_id=2 (for Ebola), scenario_id=0 (for no intervention scenario), model_id=1 (for EpiFast
forecast), and source_id=2 (for WHO). The structure of this table is of the format given by Figure
4.6. When new surveillance data is gathered, the forecast outcome from the same time period is
over written with the surveillance data.

This approach has almost all the advantages of the modified star schema approach mentioned
above such as memory efficiency, flexibility and localized changes. It also has some additional
advantages as below:

• This approach stores all the forecast information related to the five dimensions in a single
forecast table. This prevents database fragmentation due to creation of several small tables.

• Since all the data across time is stored in a single table, data can be retrieved across a larger
time frame by accessing a single table, thus making the retrieval process more efficient.
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• This approach can be extended for implementation of newer models of infection forecasting
such as individual-level infection forecasting. This can be done by having a pointer to the
individual-based infection tables. In the traditional approach, this is not possible without
altering the structure and schema of the fact table. Also, using this approach, new forecasting
measures such as “Transmission Rate”, “Recovery Rate” etc. can be studied, that may be
produced by only certain forecasting models, without having to change the storage formats
of all forecast outputs.

There are also some disadvantages of this approach as follows, that stem from the storage opti-
mizations that it achieves:

• This approach stores surveillance and forecast outcome data across time periods in a single
table and overwrites the forecast data produced from the previous time periods when new
surveillance data is gathered. Sometimes, this forecast data generated from past time periods
may be needed for retrospective analysis, for comparing how the output of the forecasting
model has evolved. Since this approach overwrites past data, retrospective analysis is not
possible.

• Using this approach, the volume of data that needs to be loaded into the main memory when
the database is queried, is larger than that in the second approach. This is not a significant
problem over a short duration of time, but over a large time-period ranging over several
epidemic seasons, the total volume of data stored in each table may be very large. It may be
inefficient to load the entire data across time periods in the main memory.

We experimented with all the 3 approaches above for storing analytical forecasting data on flu and
Ebola in our system. Currently, we have used the last approach described above in our platform
implementation because of all the advantages that it offers.

4.5.2 Scope of Data and Underlying Assumptions

We have described the data architecture and schema for supporting a range of diseases, regions,
models and surveillance sources in our platform. The current implementation of the platform has
been applied to the forecasting approach using EpiFast, which is an Agent Based Model imple-
mentation for flu and Ebola. We have also demonstrated our platform for use in forecasting that
has been derived using Aggregate based models for flu. The underlying model for epidemic prop-
agation was based on the SEIR model.

Forecasting models that use other epidemic propagation models such as SIR model or SIS model
can also be incorporated into the system. Based on the type of forecasting model used, the forecast
outcomes will differ. Hence different data transformation techniques will have to be applied to
transform the output to a common format. The advantage of our Modified Star Schema design
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is that the forecast model output is stored in a table separate from the Fact table of star schema.
Hence any new infection characteristics other than only “Infected counts” such as “Recovered”
counts or “Transmission” counts can also be included for analysis.

The underlying assumption for using our platform is that the forecast outcomes derived using any
new forecasting model should adhere to the following guidelines, with or without data transforma-
tions:

• The forecast output for any epidemic can be produced at any geographical level by the fore-
casting algorithm. However, while storing the data, we store the aggregated counts at a coun-
try level. For instance, the forecast output of USA is produced by aggregating the forecast
outcomes of its 50 states, for which the forecasts are produced separately. While evaluating
the forecast outcome at any level, the assumption is that if the forecast data for the next level
is available for even one sub-region, then data for all sub-regions within it is available and
hence the infection count is a summation of all infection counts across all sub-regions.

• Our approach assumes regional hierarchies within a national level. Hence for evaluation of
forecasts by geographies, there is an assumption of disjoint regions at every level. Hence,
the system cannot handle non-disjoint overlapping set of regions. If a forecasting model
produces forecasts for such non-disjoint sets, then the model has to transform the data to
produce non-overlapping disjoint sets.

• Flexibility to analyze the forecast outcome is limited by the availability of demographic and
geographic information for each region for which forecast output is computed. Since we use
relational databases for data representation, the flexibility is also dependent on the limitations
imposed by the relational algebra on the data schema.

4.6 Summary of Technical Contributions

To summarize, following are our technical contributions with respect to the data integration method-
ologies:

1. Design and implementation of decoupled data architecture for providing flexibility and ex-
tendibility with respect to multiple diseases, geographical regions, surveillance sources, fore-
casting models and mitigation strategies.

2. Design and extension of star schema for large scale data analytics related to epidemic fore-
casting where the central fact table is used as a lookup table, instead of storing facts.

3. Creation of flexible data storage and retrieval mechanism for optimal query execution in
epidemic forecasting models. Our data representation approach simplifies the process of
adding a new region, disease, model or surveillance source into the system. The total time
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for adding new data sets for new diseases, regions etc. is reduced from several days of de-
velopment effort to a few hours of data manipulation and population in appropriate database
tables.

4. Support for flexible queries related to epidemic computations across several different regions
of the world at multiple geographical levels for evaluating and forecasting of a range of
epidemics with and without interventions.



Chapter 5

Architecture and Systems Aspects in
Analysis and Forecasting of Epidemics

Epidemiological modeling systems involve large scale data related to population demographics,
surveillance, and model parameters, as explained in Chapter 4. Moreover, given the stochastic
nature of the computations, the experiment has to be executed over several replicates, further in-
creasing the overall volume of data. An ABM-approach represents populations and propagation
dynamics at a fine-grained individual level. Hence, the scale of data is large in the ABM approach
as compared to ODE-based models.

In addition to data volume, the scale of the computations involved in epidemiological systems is
large, given that the computations need to be executed in a reasonable amount of time so that the
public health decision makers can set up experiments, analyze the results of the simulations, and
implement concrete measures for epidemic containment.

Traditional epidemiological systems have used high performance computing resources to execute
simulations. In the past, grid and cluster computing were the preferred ways of executing large
scale epidemic simulations. Recently, cloud computing and other citizen science projects like
BOINC have also gained popularity for executing large scale scientific computations.

The middleware for supporting communication and data transfer in an analytics platform should be
able to handle the scale and complexity of high-performance computational systems. In addition,
the middleware has to be adaptable to the changing models and methodologies used in the com-
putations. A tightly coupled system, where the middleware and data are intertwined will require
major reengineering if there are any changes or updates in the data or the models. Hence, a loosely
coupled service-oriented abstraction with modular architecture is better suited for the design of
such an environment.

Use of service-oriented architecture in high performance computing systems is an emerging field.
In particular, there has been some research in the field of distributed systems to expose high-
performance computing resources as services that can be consumed by other systems [8]. This
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new area of innovation is called HPCaaS (HPC as a Service), which derives from the positives of
both cloud computing and high-end cluster computing.

In computational epidemiology, the main goal of a middleware platform is not just to develop
higher level services that are static and publish them for consumption, but also to provide services
that are dynamic and interactive. The middleware should be able to support large scale analytics
and computations that can present dynamic results at transactional speeds. The necessary speed and
scale of the computations make the design of the middleware and back-end platforms an interesting
problem.

We have built our analytics platform for the following main purposes:

• Evaluation of dynamic intervention strategies for epidemic containment in near real-time,
and supporting accessibility of the system through Web interfaces.

• Forecasting of epidemics of different contagious diseases in different regions of the world,
computed using diverse forecasting models, based on a range of surveillance data.

From a systems architecture standpoint, the requirements of both are vastly different. In the first
goal, we need to have a system that can support interactive computations and the ability to pause
and analyze partial simulation results through Web interfaces. The second goal is dependent on
the availability of surveillance information from the environment, and, hence, the computations
are tied to the availability of data.

We describe our main approaches for handling these vastly different requirements - 1. of interactive
computations via the Web, and 2. of asynchronous communication with multiple data types for
forecasting computations. Both of these approaches need flexibility to query the system in multiple
ways for evaluation. The two approaches that we have developed to support these requirements are
both based on service-oriented architectural paradigm, but the scale of computations and the speed
of data passed back and forth through the system differ vastly.

5.1 Middleware Platform for Interactive Computations in In-
tervention Evaluation

Achieving interactivity through a middleware platform is a challenging problem, since the platform
needs to store the current “state” of the system to be able to resume the ongoing computations.
Achieving interactivity through a Web-based platform is more challenging, since the parameters
of computation have to be passed efficiently from the web browser to the web server and further to
the high performance computational resources, where the epidemic simulations execute.

We have developed and extended two main programming abstractions - Simfrastructure and In-
demics Middleware Platform - to achieve our goals. Interactivity is achieved through the Indemics
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Middleware Platform, whereas asynchronous communication through message passing to start,
stop, pause and resume a simulation are achieved through the use of Simfrastructure. We briefly
describe the details of these two middleware platforms in the following sections and describe how
we have extended both together in the middleware architecture to achieve our goals.

5.1.1 Simfrastructure

Bisset et al. have developed Simfrastructure [21], a flexible coordination middleware that supports
high performance computing oriented decision and analytics environments to study socially cou-
pled systems. Simfrastructure provides a multiplexing mechanism by which user interfaces can
be plugged in as front-end systems, and high-end computing resources, including clusters, clouds,
or grids, can be plugged in as back-end systems for execution. Simfrastructure is based on the
concept of Service brokers that can handle the request for a particular service and return back the
results to the blackboard. It uses a distributed, coordinated blackboard mechanism for message
passing between various system components

Related Research

There have been many recent advancements in the field of high performance computing systems
and middleware platforms to support coordination between the components of such systems. How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, our work on Simfrastructure is the first effort of its kind in de-
veloping a middleware platform that aims at providing seamless access to powerful computational
models and resources for use by subject matter experts. In this section, we list some of the recent
research relevant to our work.

Parashar et al. [8] have argued the need for delivering high performance computing resources as
a service to scientists and domain specialists. The authors provide a prototype implementation of
an elastic cloud that provides high performance computing infrastructure as a service using the
IBM BlueGene Supercomputer. This new innovation, HPCaaS, derives from the positives of both
cloud computing and high-end cluster computing. In our approach, we deliver high performance
computing services as well, but as an indirect consequence. Our focus is primarily on delivering
higher level services, in particular analytics and modeling for socially coupled systems. We also
differ in the types of computational resources we address, including clusters, clouds and grids.
On top of providing an easy coordination mechanism between user interfaces, data stores and
computing resources, our space-based architecture is also used to provide resource allocation and
management, data transfer, and digital library services.

Some of the other related work in this domain includes the work on Narada brokering architecture
and Granules. The Narada brokering architecture by Pallickara et al. [76] provides a distributed
brokering system with a middleware that combines a hybrid environment of peer-to-peer systems
and grids to provide web services. “Granules” [75], a streaming-based runtime environment, ex-
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tends the basic brokering architecture from “Narada” to execute complex scientific applications on
the cloud using a peer-to-peer system of communication between its broker components. It also
supports the existing MapReduce framework developed by Dean et al. [33] and variants of it.

Our approach greatly differs from these other applications in that our work does not focus on
any particular programming model such as MapReduce to provide services. Instead, we provide
a platform for large scale, socially coupled systems to provide and access services, without hav-
ing any constraints on the models used, type of data required, or computing resources available.
For instance, our approach does not require the simulations to follow certain norms of execution
parallelism, whereas MapReduce operations typically need the datasets to be highly parallel in
nature. Hence our approach can be used in cases where large scale sequential execution has to be
supported, along with cases where massively parallel operations are to be executed on the grid.
Moreover, our approach uses tuple-space based architecture, instead of earlier approaches used in
the literature, such as peer-to-peer systems.

Space-based architectures have gained popularity and applicability in various domains ever since
the work of Gelernter et al. [48]. The papers by Docan et al. [37], Atkinson et al. [9], Engel-
hardtsen et al. [40] and Batheja et al. [15] explore space-based architectures for building adaptive
distributed systems. The novelty of our approach lies in bringing together a comprehensive set
of services involving simulations, data stores, computing resources, and user interfaces required
for automating socially coupled systems. Resource management, job monitoring, data transfer
management, and digital library services are a few examples of the services we can provide. Our
approach also makes it possible to provide a powerful analytical platform for domain-experts.

Space-based architectures provide a natural way for coordination in a spatially, temporally and
logically decoupled manner. However, space-based architectures are known to have certain limita-
tions, some of which are thoroughly studied and addressed in the literature [9, 17, 46].

Simfrastructure Architecture

Simfrastructure is a distributed middleware platform providing a set of well-defined services. The
services are provided by processes called brokers that coordinate over a shared associative mem-
ory space called a blackboard to serve a given request. Figure 5.1 depicts a typical set up of Sim-
frastructure, outlining its key components which are described in greater detail in the following
sections.

Blackboard

The blackboard is the central communication and coordination mechanism of Simfrastructure. It
is a shared, persistent memory space, commonly called the tuple space, that holds the requests for
services. Requests are typed objects with attributes where the type signifies the service requested,
and attributes represent the parameters required for the service. The requests are posted to and re-
trieved from the blackboard to request and fulfill services respectively. They can be read, retrieved
and posted to the blackboard using the synchronous or asynchronous variations of “read”, “take”
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and “write” operations respectively. Requests can be read and retrieved with the use of a template
request, with desired type and attributes, and then matched against the existing requests on the
blackboard. The blackboard operations are delivered through a transaction mechanism to preserve
the integrity of the system.

Requests are the primary means by which brokers coordinate by exchanging information. Typical
information contained in requests are:

• Parameters: The parameters required to deliver a particular service. A simulation service
may require parameters such as population, simulation model, disease model, infection seeds
and interventions etc.

• State: A request can be in any one of the following states during its life cycle: new, posted,
running, deleted, successful and failed. The state information is used extensively by service
providers and consumers to indicate success or failure of a service fulfillment.

• Workflow: A workflow contains the details about how a service is to be fulfilled. For
instance, a simulation request may contain the workflow to pre-process the input data, locate
and fetch the required datasets, run the simulation, and validate the produced output. The
workflow is typically specified in the form of an embedded object called the runner. The
runners are described in greater detail in Section 5.1.1.

The blackboard is currently implemented as a JavaSpace [92] holding the service requests as stan-
dard Java objects.

Brokers

Brokers are the components of Simfrastructure responsible for delivering a particular service. They
monitor the blackboard for specific requests and deliver the appropriate services. Additionally,
brokers post requests to the blackboard to consume any intermediate services required to fulfill a
service. A broker essentially comprises of a set of conditions and actions. The conditions, when
satisfied, trigger the actions to deliver a service. The conditions embody the matching criterion
specified over the type and attributes of the requests. The actions, however, vary greatly in com-
plexity and nature based on the service they extend. Some services can be delivered through a
simple set of actions, while others may need an elaborate workflow to be employed. For instance,
a logging service would require actions to simply read the requests on the blackboard and log
appropriate attributes as and when they are posted or removed. However, a simulation service
would require an elaborate workflow of actions to pre-process the input data, locate and fetch the
required datasets, run the simulation on computing resources, monitor the simulation execution,
and validate the output produced.

In Simfrastructure, workflows are encoded in separate objects called runners. The runners are em-
bedded in requests and are executed by brokers to deliver a service as can be seen in the Figure 5.2.
The runners perform various actions, including consuming services from other brokers, in order to
deliver a service. Runners are typified by short compute portions followed by long idle times as
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Figure 5.1: A typical setup of the modeling and simulation environment using Simfrastructure
as the central communication and coordination mechanism. Simfrastructure coordinates data and
context flow between user interfaces, the digital library, computational resources, and simulation
models and measures. Reference: Simfrastructure, Bisset et al. [21]

requested services are fulfilled. For instance, the runner for executing a simulation model may use
the request parameters to process the input and create a configuration file, determine the datasets
needed, spawn new requests to find the datasets, and make them available on the local system if not
already present. Furthermore, it may spawn a new request to execute the simulation on available
computing resources, and, finally, validate the output before converting it into a common format
as part of post-processing. In Simfrastructure, runners offer modularity that simplifies addition,
update, and removal of workflows. Adding a new workflow requires developing a new runner and
embedding it in the corresponding request.

Based on their actions, Simfrastructure brokers can be classified into Standalone and Workflow
brokers. Standalone brokers deliver the service by executing the actions hard-coded within them.
Standalone brokers are typically used to provide simple, well-defined and specific services. On the
other hand, Workflow brokers deliver the service by executing an embedded runner. A workflow
broker consists of three main parts: the broker context, the runner embedded in the request, and the
data contained in the request. The broker context is a generic component that contains APIs that
the runners use to interface with the middleware system, such as access to the blackboard and the
logging system. As depicted in Figure 5.2, the broker context is always running and monitoring the
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Figure 5.2: A generic depiction of actions in a workflow broker: The broker context fetches the de-
sired requests from the blackboard and adds the embedded runners to the runnable queue. Worker
threads retrieve runners from the runnable queue and execute them.

blackboard for suitable requests. It also controls the execution of the runners. The broker context
maintains a set of worker threads and runners. When a runner is ready to continue execution, it is
placed in a runnable queue. The idle worker threads remove runners from the queue and execute
them. The workflow brokers are useful when providing complex and generic services that can be
delivered through one or more workflows.
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5.1.2 Indemics Middleware Platform

Indemics [18] introduced the novel concept of separating the intervention execution from prop-
agation simulation. Databases were introduced for simulating a wide range of interventions and
propagation simulation was executed using high performance computing resources. We extended
the design of the Indemics Middleware Platform to achieve Web-based interactivity.
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Figure 5.3: The high level architecture of INDEMICS. The INDEMICS middleware platform coordi-
nates and synchronizes the communication between the IEPSE(INDEMICS Epidemic Propagation
Simulation Engine), the IC(INDEMICS Clients), and the ISSAE (INDEMICS Intervention Simula-
tion and Situation Assessment Engine).

The INDEMICS Middleware Platform (IMP) is the central hub in the INDEMICS framework, and is
responsible for synchronizing and coordinating the interactions between the Indemics Client (IC
implemented using Indemics Query Language Scripts), the ISSAE (Intervention Simulation and
Situation Assessment Engine, implemented using relational databases), and the IEPSE (Indemics
Epidemics Propagation Simulation Engine, implemented using EpiFast) in a distributed environ-
ment. All database accesses from the IEPSE or the IC go through the IMP.

To account for the differences in data formats across different modules, the IMP is responsible for
appropriate data transformations to facilitate communication. Also, to make the INDEMICS frame-
work independent of the specific implementations of its components and hide the implementation
details of the message communication layer, INDEMICS abstracts the interactions between the IMP
and other components and wraps them with a set of APIs (application programming interfaces),
which are part of the IMP.

The implementation of the IMP has been designed to provide interfaces that hide low level socket
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communication and allow higher level abstractions for structured data to support communication
with diverse modules with different data transfer and storage formats.

5.1.3 Architectural Abstraction for Web-Based Interactivity

We extended both the Simfrastructure and the Indemics Middleware Platform to achieve the archi-
tectural goals of supporting interactivity to study dynamic intervention strategies in ABM simula-
tions and EpiFast over the Web. The extensions applied include

1. Abstracting the complexity of writing query scripts in INDEMICS Query Language (IQL),
behind a web-based user interface, so that epidemiologists and public health decision makers
can select epidemic parameters through the UI, rather than writing scripts.

2. Extending the user interface of SIBEL (previously called ISIS - Interface to Synthetic Infor-
mation Systems) so that it is able to provide analytics on partial simulation results, allowing
users to integrate real-time information in the analysis.

3. New methods for analyzing the current state of an epidemic during a simulation run, and
new program abstractions to support rollback of previously applied intervention strategies
without adversely affecting system response time and efficiency.

4. Design and development of the INDEMICS broker as an important backend component to
facilitate interactivity. The broker plays a crucial role in orchestrating the interaction between
the database and the diffusion simulator to support start, stop, pause and resume operations.

The key distinguishing factor of our implementation is that it doesn’t support only a particular
disease like Flu, but it can be easily extended to support other diseases, like Ebola or Malaria, if
the surveillance data and the contact network pattern is available for executing the simulation. The
platform also can easily support different modeling algorithms.

The overall architecture of the platform is designed to balance conflicting system requirements, for
instance, speed of simulation versus usability and user experience. An epidemic simulation has to
process large scale data ranging in several gigabytes at very high speeds (several GBs per second)
to produce results in a timely manner. However, the information has to be presented to the users
in a coherent way so users can consume the information and make decisions for further simula-
tion execution. Hence, usability considerations often conflict with high speed processing goals,
since the former requires slower processing for convenience of users, while the latter requires
fast processing of large scale data. Since the requirement is for the platform to support multiple
users submitting requests for simulation execution at the same time, the architecture has to cache
the output for different users separately. The middleware architecture handles communication be-
tween the components, so optimal rate of interaction is supported, and the data is presented in an
aggregated form to every user.
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Figure 5.4: High level architecture to support interactivity through web-based systems for evalua-
tion of dynamic intervention strategies in ABM systems

Similarly, high-performance analytics requirements conflict with real-time information integra-
tions. Real-time information becomes available at different rates from the environment based on
availability of surveillance data. A tightly-coupled analytics environment requires complete in-
formation during processing in order to provide accurate analytical results. However, real-time
information is obtained at a much slower rate; hence, integrating it into a high performance ana-
lytics environment is a non-trivial problem. To address these issues, we have designed a loosely-
coupled architecture where information can be integrated when it becomes available to the rela-
tional database component, and analytical results can be updated based on new information. This
ensures that the performance of the analytics environment does not degrade, while integrating
real-time data from different sources.

Figure 5.4 shows the high level architecture of the analytics platform that supports the interactivity
through the Web-based systems for the evaluation of dynamic intervention strategies in ABM sim-
ulations, using EpiFast as the propagation engine, Simfrastructure, and the Indemics Middleware
Platform. The functional components are represented by black boxes, whereas the middleware
platforms are represented by brown boxes.
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5.2 Asynchronous Mechanism for Forecast Execution Using Pre-
Computations

Epidemic forecasting is a very detailed process that involves large scale data in multiple formats
and execution of simulations to derive the forecast outcome. The main requirement of the analytics
platform that we wanted to develop is that it should be able to support forecasting of multiple
diseases in different regions of the world, using several types of forecasting models.

As explained in Chapter 4, the scale of data involved in developing this integrated environment
is very large. The modular database schema that we have designed based on relational paradigms
allows new data sets to be added dynamically from surveillance data or from the output of epidemic
simulations.

The output produced by the forecasting pipeline and stored in the database needs to be published
in order to be consumed by other applications and displayed to the end users through a User Inter-
face. The data stored in the back end cannot be tightly coupled with the UI applications, because
any change to the pipeline or the forecast generation process would affect the user interactions. To
avoid such tight-coupling, it is essential to develop a middleware layer that can handle the inter-
actions between the back-end infrastructure and the UI. Moreover, the middleware has to support
movement of large scale data, so that efficiency of the computations is maintained.

The main requirements of the middleware for the platform include

• the ability to provide access to epidemic data for flexible input types, including region, dis-
ease, intervention, model, and source.

• the flexibility to be agnostic to back-end data changes and execution. The execution may
either be on HPC resources or pre-computed.

• the ability to add/modify/remove back-end data without affecting service guarantees or re-
quiring platform reengineering.

• the ability to be accessible by any consumer system, or to be displayed on the Web or on
social platforms.

To support these requirements, we have developed a Web services-based middleware architecture
that supports communication and interaction between its component systems, mainly the Web-
enabled User Interface and the Back-end Infrastructure. We use a RESTful [47] implementation
of web services. The web services-based architecture is implemented using the Model View Con-
troller (MVC) framework, where the controller accesses appropriate models, represented using
DAOs (Data Access Objects). Data is passed back and forth from the web UI to the back end using
JSON (Java Script Object Notation) format, which is a lightweight data interchange format. This
design decouples the front-end user interface from the back-end infrastructure, and enables more
flexibility and adaptability. In this way, the Web UI can be modified without affecting the back-end
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Ramp-up
time for 100
users

Avg Response
Time

Median
Response
Time

Throughput
(requests/sec)

20 sec 53 ms 28 ms 19.9
10 sec 99 ms 33 ms 10.1
5 sec 199 ms 35 ms 19.7
2 sec 1515 ms 1511 ms 38.9
1 sec 1952 ms 1928 ms 39.8

Table 5.1: Response times and throughput of the API getOverallInfection() when 100 users access
the API over the period of 1 to 20 seconds

system logic. Similarly, the API implementation may be modified at anytime without affecting the
UI, as long as the JSON output published for communication remains the same.

5.2.1 REST-Based Middleware APIs

The REST-based APIs that we have developed fall under the following categories:

• Query API - This API type provides access to static queries that get the state of the system.
The consumer application requesting these services can learn about the possible forecast
options that are available. For instance, getDiseases() returns all the diseases for which a
forecast is currently available, getRegions() returns all the regions for which a forecast is
available along with all its sub-regions, and so on.

• Push API - This API type is used to collect and push the information from the back end to
the requesting system based on input parameters provided. It is also used for achieving inter-
active computations. For instance, getInfectionPlot(region, timeRange) passes back a time
series-based data structure in JSON format that shows infection counts in the region over the
specified time range, and getTop3InfRegions(region, disease, intervention, week) returns the
top 3 infected subregions in the input region for a given week when the intervention type
passed as input was applied on the subpopulation.

• Pull API - This API type is used to pass data into the database for storage. Pull APIs are typ-
ically accessed by systems that provide infection-related data to the back end. For instance,
the information collected from users through questionnaires can provide data using this API
type. For instance, addQuestionnaireData(question, answer) is a Pull API.

The API-based web services provided above hide the complexity of the back-end infrastructure
and provide easy access to its services.
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5.2.2 Web-Service Performance Evaluation

The main criteria for evaluating the performance of web services include Quality Of Service (QoS)
parameters such as response time, availability, throughput, and scalability.

Currently, the REST-based web services that we have developed have been deployed on a virtual
machine with a 2.93 GHz Intel Xeon processor. The virtual machine has 1 GB RAM and 122 MB
reserved for cache space. The VM has 120 GB of disk space allocated to it.

Out of the total main memory available on the VM, the web server hosted on Tomcat uses 256 MB
of RAM. The caching on the web server is handled through the Java internal caching mechanism.

With this configuration of web services, we expect the current deployment to support about a 100
users using the system simultaneously (ramp-up period = 10 seconds). We used Apache JMeter,
an open source tool for conducting load tests, to evaluate the performance of the web services.

The performance can be improved further by changing the current configuration specified above.
Since most of the computations involved are data intensive, a scale-up approach would be preferred
over a scale-out approach of adding more resources, since it would be more efficient to receive
results from a single VM resource than having an additional step of aggregating results gathered
from multiple VM resources.

Experimental Setup

We conducted two sets of experiments. 1. To find out the number of users that the system can
support simultaneously through the current deployment without degradation, and 2. To find the
effects of the size of the region on the performance of epidemic forecast output through the APIs.

For the first set of experiments, we used a Push API called getOverallInfection(), which retrieves
the overall infections in different regions of the world based on the input disease type. This API is
used for fetching information on the map after the user selects the disease to be studied. Table 5.1
summarizes the results of this experiment. The number of users accessing this API is kept constant
at 100, but the ramp-up time is varied from 1 to 20 seconds. The results show the response times
when 100 users access the API over the specified ramp-up time. As the ramp-up time is progres-
sively reduced, the performance of the API decreases and the response time degrades. As can be
seen in the Table 5.1, the current deployment can support 100 users accessing the system within
5-10 seconds with no visible lags.

For the second set of experiments, we used 2 APIs - getInfectionPlot() and getTop3InfectedRegions(),
which are used extensively to fetch the plot of the epidemic forecast, and for getting the top 3 in-
fected subregions in the given region respectively. We conducted experiments on the regions Cal-
ifornia (Population: 33.6 million), Virginia (Population: 7.25 million) and Wyoming (Population:
0.56 million) in the USA; and on Delhi, India(Population: 13.9 million) for flu. We also studied
the APIs for Ebola for the Liberia region (Population: 4.2 million). For this experiment set, we
used 100 users over the period of 10 seconds for each API test.
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API Name Region Average
Response
Time

Median
Response
Time

Throughput (re-
quests/second)

getInfectionPlot()

Virginia 88 ms 34 ms 10
Wyoming 90 ms 45 ms 10
California 99 ms 33 ms 10.1
Delhi 57 ms 33 ms 1.2
Liberia 89 ms 31 ms 10.1

getTop3InfRegions()

Virginia 154 ms 132 ms 11.2
Wyoming 254 ms 156 ms 10
California 190 ms 133 ms 10.1
Delhi 111 ms 54 ms 10
Liberia 76 ms 44 ms 10

Table 5.2: Response times and throughput of 2 different APIs accessed with different regions and
diseases

Table 5.2 summarizes the results of our experiments. From the experiment results, it is evident that
the API response time and throughput of the API is independent of the size of the input region and
the disease for which the forecast is sought. This shows the stability of our application to support
the addition of any new region or disease without degradation in performance of the system.

5.2.3 Multi-level Web Services

An ideal middleware system should be completely decoupled from the data. However, in an ORM
(Object-Relational Mapping) based approach, the service accessing the data from a database has
to embed the code for database connectivity, and needs to support a particular structure of the
database. For example, the code for JDBC connectivity is required to connect to an Oracle database
from Java. Hence, if there is any change in the type of database used or the underlying database
structure, then the entire code base needs to be changed to handle the change in the database type
or structure.

In order to decouple the database from the web service code (partially), we have developed a
multi-level Web services design. In this design, the web services are developed at multiple levels,
where only the lowest level APIs are directly connected to the database. These APIs are closely
tied to the database structure and embed the code for database connectivity. The next level APIs
are abstracted from the database and are built so they can call multiple lower level APIs to achieve
their goal. At the highest level, the APIs can call the APIs at the level directly below them or even
at the lower levels as can be seen in Figure 5.5.

Using this approach, the lowest level APIs can be connected to any type of database including
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Figure 5.5: Multi-level API design in the development of the forecasting analytics platform

MySQL, Oracle, neo4j, flat files and so on. The higher level APIs are agnostic to the type of
database used. If there is any change in the database, only the level 0 APIs need to be changed.
Level 1 APIs can access only level 0 APIs. Level 2 APIs can access both level 0 and level 1 APIs.
Level 0 APIs are used to pull atomic data. This includes APIs such as getRegions(), getDiseases()
and so on. The higher level APIs have more specific information. For instance, rankTopN(n, type,
array) ranks the type of array based on whether it is regions, diseases or infection counts. Level
2 API getTopNInfectedRegions() accesses the rankTopN() API along with the getInfections() API
at level 0 to compute the top infected regions at any geographical level.

5.2.4 Security in Exposing Web Services

Multi-level Web services can be used to provide security to the underlying data that is exposed to
the external applications through the APIs. Using multi-level Web services, only the top-level Web
services are exposed to the outside world. The lowest level Web services at level 0 that embed
the code for database connectivity and the data structure are completely abstracted from external
applications and are only available as internal web services.

The top level Web services can also implement a protocol such as the OAuth2, which is an open
standard for authorization. Another similar security protocol that is used widely for user authenti-
cation is called OpenID. Using OpenID, the application allows access to the user because it trusts
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the OpenID Identity provider. On the other hand, OAuth2 allows the authorization servers to issue
access tokens to third party applications with the approval of the resource owner, which can then
be used for authentication. Hence OAuth2 can provide authorization so only a subset of the data is
made accessible to the requesting applications.

5.3 Summary of Technical Contributions

1. Design of an asynchronous method for submitting execution requests for intervention evalu-
ation in large scale epidemic studies using fine-grained agent-based simulation models, and
interactivity through Web-based interfaces.

2. An asynchronous mechanism for publishing results of forecasts involving pre-computations
using a REST-based API implementation and providing flexibility for the analysis of forecast
results.

3. Design and implementation of multi-level Web services design to decouple the data and
abstract the data definitions from requesting applications.



Chapter 6

Applications

In the previous chapters, we described the data methodologies and service oriented web services
that we have implemented that are the key components of the integrated environment for epidemic
evaluation and forecasting. We have used our analytical platform for building several applications
related to epidemic evaluation and forecasting. The main applications that we have developed in-
clude DISIMS, FluCaster and EpiCaster. We describe these applications in detail in the following
sections.

6.1 DISIMS

DISIMS (Distributed Interactive Simulation System) [34] is a flexible epidemiological modeling
environment, which combines high resolution individual-based epidemic and intervention model-
ing environment with web-based user-friendly analytics. DISIMS can be used by policy makers
and epidemiologists for undertaking a broad range of counterfactual computer experiments and for
analyzing results through detailed graphs and plots inside the system. It also allows export of result
data in standard formats for analysis using other tools. Additionally, the modeling environment can
be used for training analysts in the use of complex epidemiological models.

DISIMS is an interactive modeling environment and interactivity is one of its key technical
strengths. DISIMS allows an analyst to start, stop, pause, resume and roll back previously ap-
plied intervention strategies and disease propagation processes. Users can ask complicated spatio-
temporal queries in support of situation assessment. DISIMS aids policy makers interested in
developing dynamic health policies – policies that can adapt to new data that become available
via surveillance. This is an important issue in epidemiology. See a recent paper by Yaesoubi and
Cohen [99] for additional discussion. Developing such interactive simulations and computational
steering environments, especially for parallel simulations, is a well known challenging problem.
DISIMS achieves this by exploiting the problem specific semantics that allow one to achieve these
features using a relatively small data footprint.

60
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DISIMS uses existing software modules that are re-engineered appropriately to achieve the design
goals. The data storage and communication mechanisms ensure that there is no bottleneck due to
large scale data movement. The software subsystems that were part of the integration effort include
EPIFAST [19] – an HPC-based simulation engine, that simulates disease propagation process over
a given region; ISIS [16] – a web-based visual interface tool, that can be used for experiment set-up
and analysis of the role of different parameters in disease propagation; and a database repository,
storing and operating on the demographic and geographic information, extended from INDEMICS

[18]. We analyzed feasibility of the existing middleware platforms such as Simfrastructure [21] and
the middleware used in the implementation of INDEMICS, to support integration of these distinct
system components and remodeled the middleware for supporting optimal data movement and
interactivity.

DISIMS is specifically designed to improve user experience. This includes ease of use of the sys-
tem and user productivity. Care has been taken so that a user can drive computational experiments
by accessing complicated mathematical models without having to become a computing expert.
For instance, the environment provides automated services for experiment set-up and manage-
ment, thus reducing the overall time of conducting end-to-end experimental studies. It also allows
reuse of past epidemiological experiments and their results, which avoids duplication of efforts.
Also, using DISIMS, users can view and analyze partial and complete simulation results through
graphs and plots without having to perform manual analysis. This automates the analysis to a large
extent and leads to considerable gain in productivity of users.

6.1.1 Architecture and Implementation

DISIMS (Distributed Interactive Simulation System) is an interactive high-performance model-
ing environment for epidemiological simulations that integrates real-time information based on
surveillance data into the simulation. DISIMS leverages three distinct modeling components built
by our group: (i) EPIFAST [19] – an HPC-based simulation engine for epidemic propagation sim-
ulation; (ii) INDEMICS [20], an interactive modeling platform that provides a database repository
for intervention selection and application, external to the propagation simulation engine. DIS-
IMS also extends the interactive client and the loosely coupled Middleware Platform introduced
in INDEMICS; (iii) and ISIS [16] – a web-based visual interface tool, to develop a truly interactive
modeling environment. Each of the three modules was extended and re-engineered to support the
functionality of DISIMS. In addition, the Simfrastructure Middleware Platform [21] was reengi-
neered to support interactivity and communication between the component modules.

The DISIMS architecture has two parts: (i) Functional components of DISIMS architecture, and
(ii) Middleware platforms to support the movement of data and control between components.

The high level architecture of DISIMS is based on the functional and middleware components
shown in Figure5.4 in Chapter 5, to support interactivity through web-based systems. The func-
tional components are represented by black boxes whereas the middleware platforms are repre-
sented with brown boxes.
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In the subsequent sections, we describe these architectural components of DISIMS in detail.

6.1.2 Functional Components of DISIMS Architecture

The DISIMS architecture is comprised of three primary functional components:

• Epidemic Propagation Simulation Engine (EPSE) extended from EPIFAST

• INDEMICS Intervention Simulation and Situation Assessment Engine (ISSAE) and INDEMICS

Client extended from INDEMICS

• ISIS Web Client and Web Server (IWEB) extended from ISIS

EPSE

EPSE is a high performance simulation engine that simulates the spread of epidemics through large
scale populations, capturing the co-evolution of individual health, behavior, and disease transmis-
sion. It also has the capability to execute multiple replicates in order to capture the variability of
the results due to the stochastic nature of the phenomena being modeled. In DISIMS, EPSE is im-
plemented using an extended version of the propagation simulation engine, EPIFAST [19]. EPSE
can execute the propagation process at a very rapid pace, simulating disease spread over multiple
time-steps (i.e., simulated days). For instance, EPSE can execute epidemic simulation on a cluster
of 10 nodes with eight cores each, for a city with a population of about two million, in less than 30
seconds. The speed of simulation can be further improved by adding more nodes to the cluster.

EPIFAST was initially designed to run to completion without stopping. To support interactivity, the
EPSE component was engineered to support pause, resume and roll-back operations. Furthermore,
when the system is paused, an analyst can examine the state of the system as well as modify the
currently active set of interventions.

A single simulation run is performed for several simulation days or time-steps. Since the data
between EPSE and ISSAE is passed back at every time-step and contains a set of PIDs, which
may run into thousands of vertices, depending on the extent of the infections in the population,
the scale and frequency of data transfer is large. For instance, a typical epidemic simulation is
carried out for a period of 200-300 days, over which an analyst can study the effects of different
mitigation strategies on epidemic spread in a particular region. If the simulation is run for a city
with a population of say 2 million people, then it is possible that the number of infected individuals
can run into several thousands on any particular day or days. This infection information is captured
in EPSE and needs to be passed back to ISSAE within milliseconds if the entire simulation has to
complete within a reasonable time of minutes. For simulations over larger regions such as state
level, the scale of infections would be higher per day and hence the data to be transferred between
EPSE and ISSAE modules would be higher. The typical amount of data transferred between EPSE
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and ISSAE modules for simulation at a city level for a city with a population of about 2-5 million
individuals, is around 15-20 KB/time-step.

Handling this scale of data requires a specialized middleware platform implemented using the
INDEMICS Middleware Platform (IMP) explained in Section 6.1.3.

Whenever a user requests a simulation to be paused after a certain duration to be able to analyze
the results of the intervention strategy applied till that point, then EPSE holds the connection with
the INDEMICS Middleware Platform just like it is expecting data for the next iteration. When a
new INDEMICS client script is generated through the SMP it is passed to IMP and IMP makes the
necessary data conversions to pass data to EPSE without having to make any other changes. We
discuss the specialized middleware - INDEMICS Middleware Platform (IMP) and Simfrastructure
Middleware Platform (SMP) in Section 6.1.3.

ISSAE and INDEMICS Client

ISSAE simulates application of intervention strategies during an ongoing epidemic simulation
externally to the high-performance simulation engine. ISSAE component of DISIMS is imple-
mented using a relational database management system, extended from the INDEMICS architec-
ture. ISSAE is the main component that stores the data that we have stored in our analytical
environment.

ISSAE stores demographic and social contact information along with time-varying infection data
about individuals in relational format. Use of relational databases to represent ISSAE provides
atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability to the data along with features such as indexing for
fast retrieval. This allows real-time information to be incorporated quickly into the system so that
the users can perform situation assessment. The ISSAE is updated with information of infected
individuals at each time-step by EPSE. To get updated data on subpopulations to be intervened
based on situation assessment, ISSAE can be queried using scripts written in INDEMICS query
language (IQL), which is an extension of SQL.

The INDEMICS Client component of DISIMS is closely associated with ISSAE. This component
reads the INDEMICS Client scripts or IQL scripts written in INDEMICS Query Language and feeds
the queries to ISSAE through the middlware, IMP (INDEMICS Middleware Platform). To hide the
complexity of writing and executing IQL scripts from users, the DISIMS architecture automates
the creation of dynamic IQL scripts based on predefined INDEMICS client script templates. These
templates are stored in a database of intervention scripts in the Simfrastructure middleware and
invoked based on user selection dynamically. Also, the actual parameters of execution selected by
users using the ISIS Web Client are substituted in the invoked script during run-time. With this
feature, analysts and epidemiologists are freed from the burden of writing complicated IQL scripts
and can focus on finding optimal intervention strategies for containing epidemics.

Separating the ISSAE component from the simulation engine provides users with the flexibility to
choose different types of interventions dynamically and also to choose the subpopulation to apply
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Figure 6.1: SIBEL-based UI for automated set-up and management of experiments in DISIMS.

interventions on.

ISIS (SIBEL) Web Client and Server (IWEB)

IWEB is the user-interface component of DISIMS which includes a combination of ISIS Web
Client and Web Server. It is an extension of the original ISIS system developed by our lab based
on several years of research and extensive interactions with policy analysts over a 10 year period.
The ISIS system has been recently renamed to SIBEL. Our early work in [43] led to a realization
that models can be made more useful only when they are easily accessible to end-users. SIBEL al-
lows users access to models such as EPIFAST [19] and EPISIMDEMICS [12] through a web-based
interface. It allows selection and analysis based on a range of parameters such as disease mod-
els, efficacy of interventions, compliance rate and so on, that play an important role in epidemic
propagation. In addition, SIBEL provides embedded management and storage of experiments that
saves time to set-up and manage epidemiological experiments. Figure 6.1 shows a screen shot of
SIBEL with provision for selection of input parameters such as region, disease model, number of
replicates, dynamic interventions and so on.

We extended the original ISIS Web client to support interactive features such as pause resume
and roll-back operations. Earlier, users could only save an experiment and start the experiment
by clicking the “Start” button. We added additional buttons on the user interface - “Pause” and
“Resume”, that provide the flexibility to make a single simulation run interactively. See Figure 6.2
for a snapshot of the available buttons on the UI. This figure shows the buttons that allows users
to pause an ongoing simulation and resume with a different set of input parameters in a single
experimental simulation run. Users can also specify running the simulation for a small duration
by selecting the “Duration” parameter in the Interventions tab, after which the simulation pauses
automatically. The constraint here is that the specified duration has to be smaller than the total
number of simulated days. When the user clicks the “Resume” button, the simulation resumes
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Figure 6.2: Start, pause and resume buttons in the SIBEL-based UI of DISIMS.

again with same or different set of parameters, selected by the user.

This added functionality allows users to analyze the effects of multiple intervention strategies on
disease propagation in a single simulation run. Users can analyze partial simulation results by
viewing analytical plots and graphs that are generated in the “Analyses” tab of ISIS. Based on the
results, they can decide whether to continue the simulation with different parameters or roll back
to a time-step in the past and resume with different set of interventions.

Analysis of partial simulation results also enables better situation assessment and real-time in-
formation integration. For instance, if it is known that a limited quantity of anti-virals would be
available in the market only 15 days after the epidemic starts propagating, an analyst can pause
the simulation on day 14 and analyze which subpopulation is the most affected and can benefit
from the dose of anti-virals. The subpopulation may be based on age group, gender or other de-
mographics. The simulation can then resume with a new set of anti-viral interventions applied to
the particular subpopulation.

6.1.3 Middleware Platforms To Support Data Movement and Interactions

Design and development of middleware platforms is an important part of DISIMS architecture
to support communication and movement of data between the functional components described
in Section 6.1.2. The backend infrastructure, consisting of the EPSE, ISSAE and INDEMICS

Client has extremely high data speed requirements to maintain simulation performance, whereas
the front-end infrastructure, IWEB is used for interaction with users. These systems have varied
performance requirements and hence a single middleware platform cannot be used as a common
means of communication throughout the system.

At a macro level, there is need for data and control passing middleware mechanism between the
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front-end and the back-end infrastructure; and a platform to support high performance speed re-
quirements between components of the back-end infrastructure.

The IWEB including the ISIS Web Client and ISIS Web Server interface represent data and opera-
tions at a higher level of abstraction for the convenience of end users. ISIS Web server is typically
deployed on a single dedicated web server that hosts the ISIS application. EPSE, on the other
hand, implements an MPI based algorithm operating at low levels of abstraction and requires high-
performance computing resources such as grids or multi-node clusters for execution. Hence, the
ISIS Web Server and the HPC-based EPSE simulation engine cannot be co-located on the same
machine instance.

The input parameters selected by users through the ISIS Web Client and passed to the ISIS Web
server, need to be relayed to the EPSE through some communication mechanism. The amount
of data passed as parameters is usually small in scale. Once the propagation simulation starts
at the EPSE, it may run for a long time depending on the parameters of execution or until it is
paused or rolled-back. Hence, the nature of communication between the ISIS Web Server and
EPSE is largely asynchronous. Moreover, even with interactions, the EPSE has to execute for
some time-steps before the user can analyze the effects of any intervention. Hence the frequency
of communication between the ISIS Web Server and EPSE is small.

We evaluated the applicability of “Simfrastructure” [21] for achieving communication between the
front-end and back-end infrastructure of DISIMS. To enable communication between the ISIS
Web Server and EPSE, we extended the blackboard and interface broker components of Sim-
frastructure. We engineered a new service broker component called the INDEMICS broker inside
Simfrastructure. The INDEMICS broker is one of the most important components of DISIMS.
It automates the process of starting, stopping or pausing the simulation. The INDEMICS broker
maintains a database of several distinct client program templates written in IQL, corresponding to
different intervention studies.

The INDEMICS broker continually monitors the blackboard for new simulation requests for DIS-
IMS. When a new request is found on the blackboard, it invokes the appropriate template from the
database and overwrites the actual parameters selected by users on the script template. When a user
pauses, resumes or rolls-back a simulation, the INDEMICS broker interrupts the EPSE, which then
handles the change in state as described in Section 6.1.2. The design of INDEMICS broker is one of
the important contributions of DISIMS. Overall, with the extension of Simfrastructure, DISIMS
is able to support variability in the implementation of its functional components and provide an
asynchronous mode of communication between them.

The other aspect of the DISIMS architecture is to deal with large scale data communication be-
tween the EPSE and the ISSAE, implemented using the relational database. If ISSAE is directly
connected to the EPSE, then any change in the implementation of ISSAE would need changes to
the high performance code of EPSE. For making the system modular, flexible and adaptable, the
EPSE and ISSAE have to be connected through an optimized middleware platform. Since EPSE
executes a simulation over several time-steps (typically represented as days), data has to be re-
trieved from the database and passed to EPSE over many time-steps. This data passed back and
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forth can range up to several megabytes, as explained before. An orchestration mechanism of a
service oriented architecture can slow the speeds of the EPSE. Also, a service oriented abstrac-
tion such as the one provided by Simfrastructure, where service requests are made asynchronously
cannot be used since consistency of data has to be guaranteed in ISSAE.

INDEMICS [18] introduced the concept of using a high-performance middleware platform that is
optimized for communication between the relational database component and high-performance
simulation engine. We decided to reengineer the INDEMICS Middleware Platform for our commu-
nication needs between ISSAE and EPSE.

Using IMP as the additional middleware, large scale data volumes can be supported per time-step
across multiple simulation runs. IMP has an optimized queuing mechanism to queue data to be
passed back and forth between the EPSE and the ISSAE. IMP also has features for data interpre-
tation to speed up data mapping and transfer process. This ensures optimal performance of the
simulation engine within DISIMS. As can be seen in Figure 6.4, the presence of two middleware
systems - SMP and IMP connected together in DISIMS, instead of a single generic middleware,
allows the simulation system to accomplish its usability goals along with performance.

6.1.4 DISIMS User Workflow

In this section, we describe a detailed user workflow of DISIMS and its effect on the data and
context flow within DISIMS. The DISIMS platform can be accessed by users using any standard
web browser. The ISIS Web Client of DISIMS allows users to set-up and execute a simulation
experiment. Figure 6.3 shows the sequence of events that take place inside DISIMS, when a user
submits a request to start a new epidemiological simulation experiment. The sequence of events
can be described as a series of steps 1 to 19 as follows:

• Step 1: As the first step to start a simulation experiment, a user has to select the parameters
of simulation execution. Parameters of execution include the region of experimental study,
number of days of simulation, number of replicates of simulation, disease model, initial
conditions and so on. In addition, users can select intervention strategies to be applied to
the propagation process such as vaccination, social distancing and so on. Requests can also
be submitted to perform some complex epidemiological experiments by applying dynamic
interventions such as the Block-based intervention strategy.

• Step 2 : Once the experiment is set-up and submitted using the ISIS Web-client, the request
is received by the ISIS Web server to start a simulation with input parameters. The ISIS
Web server passes this information as input to the interface broker of the Simfrastructure
Middleware Platform (SMP).

• Step 3: The interface broker interprets the data, bundles the parameters as a ’Simulation
request’ and submits it on to the blackboard of the SMP.
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Figure 6.3: Workflow diagram showing the sequence of events that take place inside DISIMS
when a request for simulation execution is submitted at the beginning of the simulation or resumed
from Paused state. Reference : Deodhar et al. [34]

• Steps 4-5 : The INDEMICS broker, engineered as one of the sub-components of SMP, con-
tinually monitors the blackboard for new simulation requests for DISIMS. Once a service
request embedded with the required parameters is found on the blackboard, it unpacks the
request, invokes the correct INDEMICS script template from the SMP database and replaces
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the template parameters with the actual parameters selected by users.

• Steps 6-7 : During the same time, the INDEMICS broker hands over the created INDEMICS

client script, written in IQL to the INDEMICS Middleware Platform (IMP) to communicate
directly with ISSAE and EPSE. The dynamically generated IQL-based client script can be
interpreted by the INDEMICS Middleware Platform.

• Step 8 : The INDEMICS broker creates a new bundled execution request for EPSE and places
it on the blackboard for starting the propagation simulation on EPSE.

• Steps 9-11 : The execution broker monitors the blackboard for any new execution requests.
When it finds a request, it starts execution of propagation simulation on the available com-
pute resources such as a cluster or cloud, through a local job scheduler.

• Steps 12-13 : The required data sets and configuration parameters for job execution are read
from the file system and the intermediate results are written back for further processing.

• Step 14 : The IMP is configured as a background process that is always in a running state.
Once it receives an IQL script in Step 7, it monitors to see if the EPSE has started execu-
tion. If the EPSE has started execution, then IMP establishes connection with it. Based on
the invoked intervention script, the IMP connects to appropriate database tables, retrieves
intervened population data and passes it as an intervention to the EPSE. The EPSE continues
to execute over several time-steps in this manner, receiving intervention data from IMP and
executes until completion or until paused.

• Steps 15-19 : Once the simulation is completed, the results are written back on the black-
board as shown in Figure 6.3 and are displayed to the users through the ISIS Web Client.

DISIMS has a component called the “Analysis broker” that is configured to run analysis scripts
based on the analysis request made by a user, similar to the execution broker,. The request for anal-
ysis of a particular experiment is made to an Analysis server that runs the R statistical software tool
and follows similar workflow as above. The results of analysis are written on to the blackboard and
consequently passed to the ISIS Web Client through the interface broker, where the corresponding
graphs are plotted for analysis by the user. The user may also decide to use DISIMS interactively
by pausing the simulation after a certain duration and running analysis on partial simulation exe-
cution. Based on results of the analysis, the user may decide to apply a different set of parameters
including a new intervention strategy or continue with the same parameters for the rest of the sim-
ulation. A resume request issued by the user after pausing a simulation follows similar flow of data
as given in Steps 1 through 19.

If a new dynamic intervention strategy is selected by the user, then the INDEMICS broker invokes
a new client script starting from the day/time-step the simulation was paused. This new client
script connects to the same session with the INDEMICS Middleware Platform. The IMP is capable
of storing state information for each simulation session. It holds its connection with the EPSE
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corresponding to an ongoing simulation for a user and sends out new interventions to the EPSE by
selecting new subpopulation data from ISSAE. In this way, an end-to-end interactive simulation
can be executed using DISIMS.

6.2 FluCaster

We have developed FluCaster [36], a pervasive and scalable web application for situation assess-
ment and forecasting of Influenza-like Illness (ILI), commonly referred to as the flu. Using Flu-
Caster, one can assess the prevalence of ILI at highly resolved spatio-temporal levels. Importantly,
FluCaster can also provide the user with short and long term forecasts, in the presence of interven-
tions applied on specific sub-populations or without any mitigation strategies.

FluCaster is comprised of three basic components that are based on the predictive analytics plat-
form described before (i) a web-enabled user-interface; (ii) a middleware that coordinates inter-
actions between the UI components, the back end models and the data store; and (iii) a back end
that is comprised of high resolution epidemic simulations, combined with optimization routines
for forecasting as well as situation assessment. The back end also stores and operates on the
GIS data consisting of maps and geographic locations, synthetic population data corresponding
to population demographics, and synthetic contact network data for the different regions under
consideration.

The underlying mathematical models that we have implemented involve highly resolved informa-
tion on different regional demographics to compute the forecasting output and form the basis of
the forecasting pipeline.

6.2.1 Architecture and Implementation of FluCaster

FluCaster is based on a modular architecture that allows it to be flexible with respect to the analyt-
ical queries that it can answer and scalable with respect to the volume of data that it supports.

Figure 6.4 shows the detailed architecture of FluCaster. The main building blocks of FluCaster can
be categorized as follows:

• FluCaster Web-enabled User Interface

• FluCaster Back-end Infrastructure

• FluCaster Web Services-Based Middleware
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Figure 6.4: Detailed architecture of FluCaster - a web application for situation assessment and
model driven forecasting of flu epidemics

6.2.2 FluCaster Web-Based User Interface

FluCaster is a Web-based system that can be accessed by end users through a Web browser to view
trends in flu outbreaks in different regions of the world, and to access forecasts of the outbreak for
the upcoming time period. FluCaster displays all the regions where the flu outbreak is prevalent
on a time-varying heat map of the world. The user can then select a particular region on the map
to get a fine-grained assessment of the current flu activity as well as forecasts within that region.
Figure 6.5 shows a snapshot of FluCaster as a standalone web application. The application shows
a heat map for the entire US region on the left, and on selecting the California region, the heat map
shows infection counts in each county of California at a much granular level. As can be seen in
the graphic on the right, users can also view the extent of the current flu epidemic and the forecast
through the time series epidemic curves, commonly referred to as the “epicurves”. The epicurves
are available for both the surveillance data as well as the forecast data.

FluCaster’s Web-enabled User Interface consists of the following main components.

• Interactive Timeline: FluCaster provides a timeline covering a range of weeks over which
a user may view epidemic information. The available timeline options include the current
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Figure 6.5: Snapshot of FluCaster UI as a standalone web application.

week and any of the last four weeks for situation assessment; users can also select the time-
line for up to two weeks in the future to view forecasts.

• Interactive heat map: FluCaster provides an epidemic heat map that shows infection levels
aggregated at multiple geographical levels, such as state, county and block group. Data
visualization on the map is provided using the Geographic Information Systems data or the
GIS data. Once the timeline is selected, FluCaster displays epidemic activity in the selected
region. The interactive heat map is displayed with different color schemes to allow the
user to analyze the severity of the epidemic in the region. The user can also drill down to
each subregion of the map to view infections at a granular level. The size of the population
of different regions makes the computation and the resulting visualization complex. For
instance, the average size of a United States Census block group is about 4,000 people. To
retrieve and display the results of forecasts for flu for each block group, in each county, in
each state of the USA is a challenging task. The data schema that we have implemented at
the back end makes data retrieval and presentation possible in an efficient way.

• Plots (Epicurves): FluCaster allows the users to view epicurves showing infection trends
in a region over a time period, as well as the peak infection count in the specified time
period. Users can view the epicurves of any region for the past and current weeks based on
surveillance sources such as GFT and CDC, and view forecast plots for the future weeks.

• Selection of Demographic Parameters: FluCaster allows the users to analyze the effects of
an ongoing flu epidemic on specific subpopulations based on their demographic attributes.
For instance, the current implementation of FluCaster allows users to filter the population
and view infection counts by age, gender, zipcode and county.

Currently, FluCaster UI is hosted on a standalone Apache Tomcat Web server hosted on a single
virtual machine, as can be seen in the Deployment diagram 6.6. This virtual machine also has a
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Figure 6.6: Deployment diagram of FluCaster/EpiCaster

light-weight relational MySQL database installed on it for storing user authentication information.
This MySQL database may also be used for storing some pre-computed information for improving
performance. Based on the selections made by the user through the UI, the web server decides
whether to pass back pre-computed data from the local MySQL server or to invoke appropriate
web services from the back-end infrastructure to fetch data.

The complexity of the FluCaster UI lies in the rendering of the dynamic map based on user selec-
tions without any visible delays or performance degradation. Many of the user selections require
large-scale analytical queries to be computed at the back end. To avoid lags and delays in com-
puting this information online, the web server is optimized to cache some of the static content
displayed on the map as well as some large scale pre-computated output. The back-end web ser-
vices are invoked only when dynamic information is sought; this ensures optimal performance of
FluCaster operations.

6.2.3 FluCaster Back End Infrastructure

The back end infrastructure of FluCaster is the most important component of the FluCaster archi-
tecture and is part of the integrated modeling environment that we have developed for forecasting
of various epidemics. The backend is responsible for generating forecasts for flu epidemics based
on high-resolution epidemiological models, implemented using agent-based modeling techniques.
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The back end not only handles collection of surveillance data from different surveillance sources,
but also execution of large-scale simulations to generate and store flu forecasts.

Following are the main components of the back-end infrastructure of FluCaster:

1. An epidemic forecasting pipeline that handles surveillance data collection, executes multi-
agent epidemic simulations, and uses a non-linear optimizer for forecast matching and gen-
eration. The forecasting pipeline is explained in detail earlier in Section 3.2.2.

2. A data repository storing complete information related to situation assessment and forecast-
ing of flu epidemics. The repository also stores surveillance data in addition to forecast
data.

The data stored in the database for flu forecasting is broadly classified into four main categories
as follows. We have described the details of the data and storage in Section 4. (i) Social Contact
Network data representing the set of proximity relationships for the given region, (ii) Demographic
data about individuals in the given region, (iii)Intervention data about the mitigation strategies
applied, and (iv) Temporal (time series) data about disease propagation from surveillance and
derived as forecast from simulations.

6.2.4 FluCaster Middleware Services

The FluCaster middleware is based on the service oriented architecture and REST API based Web
services described in the Section 5.2.1. Using the known semantics of the epidemic forecasting
problem, we have optimized the “stateless” REST APIs to support interactivity. For instance, in
case of a Push API requesting infection information of a region at a particular level based on input
parameters, the performance of the system is improved by using the knowledge of the region’s
geographical levels. In this case, the API passes back data on all the sub-regions within the region.
The data is then cached on the UI web server so that rendering time on the UI (e.g. maps) is
reduced considerably. For instance, when forecasting information is requested using a PULL API
for the state of New York, then the aggregate infection information about every county within New
York state is also passed back, so that rendering time on the UI is significantly reduced when the
user zooms-in on the map.

In addition, we have also used optimizations on the relational query execution plan for the queries
accessed through REST services for fast retrieval through use of indexing, caching and other mech-
anisms. The web server hosting the web services and the web server hosting the user interface are
both optimized for quicker response times.

We have used caching on the web server side for repetitive queries to avoid expensive back-end
requests and avoid delays. For instance, queries for bigger states, like California, are cached on
the Web server to avoid further queries to the back end database for the same state, thus avoiding
delays. This also ensures scalability of the application, such that multiple requests to the database
are not necessary for repetitive queries.
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6.3 EpiCaster

We have developed EpiCaster [35], an integrated Web application for situation assessment and
forecasting of various epidemics, such as flu and Ebola, that are prevalent in different regions of
the world. Using EpiCaster, users can assess the magnitude and severity of different epidemics at
highly resolved spatio-temporal levels. EpiCaster provides time-varying heat maps and graphical
plots to view trends in the disease dynamics. EpiCaster also allows users to visualize data gath-
ered through surveillance mechanisms such as Google Flu Trends (GFT) and the World Health
Organization. The forecasts provided by EpiCaster are generated using different epidemiological
models, and the users can select the models through the interface to filter the corresponding fore-
casts. EpiCaster also allows the users to study epidemic propagation in the presence of a number
of intervention strategies specific to certain diseases.

With the design and development of EpiCaster, our goal is to leverage large and diverse sets of
epidemiological models for generating epidemic forecasts for various diseases in different regions
of the world, and make it available to the public health decision makers through an intuitive Web-
based system. EpiCaster is based on our integrated platform that is not only able to handle models
for current sets of diseases, such as flu and Ebola, but is also flexible enough to incorporate mod-
els for new diseases as they appear. The system is also extendable to add new global regions for
which infection data becomes available. Through the user interface of EpiCaster, users can select
the region, disease, models of computation, intervention strategies, and the source of surveillance
data used in the forecast generation process. Our system supports collection of surveillance data
through several different sources, such as the CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention),
WHO (World Health Organization), Ministries of Health, social media, and so on. Our modeling
implementation allows use of causal models with detailed information, such as behavioral adapta-
tions by individuals of a population and effects of policy-level interventions on disease propagation.

6.3.1 Evolution from FluCaster to EpiCaster

The conceptual design of EpiCaster has been developed over the course of several years. The
first version of the application was designed specifically for supporting situation assessment and
forecasting of flu, and was called “FluCaster”. FluCaster was developed to support a variety of
forecast models at the back end for computing and generating flu forecast results. We leveraged
some of the initial research work in the domain of epidemiological models for supporting Influenza,
such as work by Shaman et al. [88], Nsoesie et al. [73], Tamerius et al. [93], work on Google Flu
Trends [50], and so on.

The initial version of FluCaster was designed using individual-based models of flu forecasting.
We implemented individual-based models for different states of the US. This version used syn-
thetic population modeling, together with surveillance information obtained from the CDC. In this
version, FluCaster was developed to have detailed features, such as having a number of options
available to the end users to select demographic parameters like age and gender for evaluating the
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flu effects on certain subpopulations. This version of FluCaster also supported interventions at
a very granular level. This version was successfully used for a number of experimental studies
requested by CDC for forecasting epidemic parameters such as peak number of infections, peak
time, and start and end of the flu season.

Over time, new studies were requested by IARPA and other organizations to conduct flu forecast-
ing for Latin American countries. Since detailed demographic and geographic information was
unavailable for some of the Latin American countries, it was difficult to deploy individual-based
models. However, we could develop aggregate ODE-based models for Latin American countries
to compute aggregate forecasts without requiring fine-grained demographic information. Even
though the model of execution was different, these models could provide similar data output for
visualization at an aggregate level. Hence, we decided to integrate and incorporate ODE-based
models into the FluCaster back end so that users could select them while evaluating results for
available regions in Latin America.

The main motivation to extend FluCaster to other diseases arose from the requirement last year to
forecast the propagation of Ebola in West African nations during one of the worst epidemics in the
world. Computational scientists developed detailed models of Ebola epidemic propagation based
on disease dynamics, such as infection through bodily fluids, possible infections through deceased
individuals, and other modes of transmission. The NDSSL at Virginia Bioinformatics Institute was
a pioneer in developing several forecasting models for predicting the propagation of Ebola in West
Africa. IARPA (Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity) requested to view forecasting
results to see how the Ebola epidemic might unfold in West Africa. Using the surveillance data
gathered from the WHO and Ministries of health, we produced forecast results every week, by
providing it as input to our forecasting models.

From this experience of producing forecast results for Ebola, we realized that the forecasting
pipeline of Ebola would work similarly to that of flu from a data representation and systems stand-
point, producing some aggregate form of forecast output. The modeling of the disease dynamics
and the network of Ebola is vastly different from that of flu, since the propagation dynamics are
different. However, if the forecasts of flu can be made available to end users through a Web-based
platform, then the forecasts of Ebola could be done in a similar way. This led to the conceptualiza-
tion and design of “EpiCaster”, for supporting a range of global epidemics.

There have been some systems published in the literature that produce epidemic nowcasts and
forecasts over the Web such as the systems developed by Columbia University’s Mailman School
of Public Health [1] and HealthMap [4]. The distinguishing feature of EpiCaster is that it is not
tied to a single data source or forecasting model. EpiCaster can support a variety of forecasting
models of epidemic propagation, including fine grained models such as agent based models (ABM
models). Hence, EpiCaster allows a detailed study of global epidemic forecasts for a range of
diseases. EpiCaster also produces forecasts in the presence of targeted interventions strategies
applied to subpopulations of a region, thus allowing advanced predictive analytics.
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Figure 6.7: Conceptual architecture of EpiCaster from data collection to results display on the UI

6.3.2 Conceptual Architecture of EpiCaster

EpiCaster is built to support situation assessment and forecasting for a range of ongoing epidemics
prevalent in the world that can also be viewed at multiple geographic, social and temporal resolu-
tions. The architecture of EpiCaster has been designed to support scalability with respect to large
volumes of data gathered from multiple surveillance sources and manipulated using epidemiolog-
ical models to arrive at forecast results.

Figure 6.7 shows the conceptual architecture of EpiCaster. The backbone of EpiCaster’s archi-
tecture can be described in four parts. First, information is gathered using various surveillance
instruments, such as the CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention), local hospitals, social
media sources and so on. For a disease like Ebola, where surveillance information from affected
countries in West Africa is very scarce, non-traditional surveillance methods can be used and in-
corporated into the system. For instance, for Ebola, we use information collected from the World
Health Organization (WHO) and the Ministries of Health of the affected countries about current
infection trends. EpiCaster builds on the premise that this collected information provides a good
representation of the extent of the current epidemic. We use this information as input to the fore-
casting pipeline to produce forecast results. In addition, EpiCaster uses synthetic contact networks
as the basis of population demographics of different regions and as a fabric of disease transmis-
sion, especially for individual-based epidemic models. These social contact networks are derived
for each region using Census data as described in the research by Barrett et al [11].

The second part of the conceptual architecture involves forecast modeling and generation. We
use complex epidemiological models, including individual-based models and aggregate models,
as implemented using multi-agent simulations as the key components of the prediction pipeline.

The third component of the EpiCaster architecture involves storing the forecast output in a central
data repository so that it can be retrieved in an effective way. The data store needs to handle
the flexibility of querying the database to retrieve forecasts based on any combination of regions,
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diseases, interventions, models and data sources, while still supporting scalability. Hence, the data
representation schema is critical.

Lastly, the forecast data retrieved from the data store needs to be passed back to the user interface
(UI) so that it can be rendered on the user’s web browser. The middleware that we have developed
is able to handle flexible inputs from the users, including disease, region, models, data sources, and
interventions. It also handles large scale data transfers to visualize current epidemic and forecast
data on heat maps and plots.

The entire backend of EpiCaster is based on top of the integrated epidemic simulation environment
that we have explained before including the data architecture and the multi-level Web services for
flexible retrieval of forecasts on various diseases.

6.3.3 EpiCaster User Interface features

EpiCaster’s Web-enabled User Interface allows users to select the disease for which the user seeks
outbreak information; in the current version of the application, users can choose either flu or Ebola,
but this is extendable. Once the disease is selected, EpiCaster displays all the regions where the
disease outbreak is prevalent on a map of the world. The user can then select a particular region on
the map to get a fine-grained assessment of disease activity as well as forecasts within that region.
Figure 6.8 shows a snapshot of EpiCaster displaying infection counts for Ebola in Bong county of
Liberia.

EpiCaster’s Web-enabled User Interface consists of the following main components.

• Interactive Timeline: EpiCaster provides a timeline covering a range of weeks over which
a user may view epidemic information. The available timeline options include the current
week and any of the last four weeks for situation assessment; users can also select the time-
line for up to two weeks in the future to view forecasts.

• Interactive heat map: EpiCaster provides an epidemic heat map that shows infection levels
aggregated at multiple geographical levels, such as state, county and blockgroup. GIS data is
used to provide interactive maps to improve data visualization. Once the timeline is selected,
EpiCaster displays epidemic activity in the selected region. The interactive heat map is dis-
played with different color schemes to allow the user to analyze the severity of the epidemic
in the region. The user can also drill down to each subregion of the map to view infections
at a granular level. The varying number of geographical levels and naming conventions in
different regions of the world makes this visualization complex. For instance, the geograph-
ical levels in US are divided into state, county and block group, whereas in a country like
Liberia the geographical levels include only counties. Also, the size of the population in the
region makes the computation complex. For instance, the average size of a United States
Census block group is about 4,000 people. To retrieve and display the forecasting results
of each block group, in each county, in each state of a nation is a challenging task. But us-
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Figure 6.8: Snapshot of EpiCaster as a standalone web application showing the top infected regions
in Liberia and the infection counts and percentages in those regions

ing our optimization techniques, EpiCaster supports drilling down on the map to view such
fine-grained forecast results.

• Plots (Epicurves): EpiCaster allows the users to view Epicurves showing infection trends in
a region over a time period, as well as the peak infection count in the specified time period.
Users can select the plots to be viewed for the past and current weeks based on surveillance
sources such as GFT and CDC, and view forecast plots derived from a range of epidemic
models for the future weeks.

6.3.4 Data Flow within EpiCaster

Figure 6.9 shows the flow of data within EpiCaster from surveillance to forecast representation. As
seen in the figure, information about current infection trends is gathered from multiple surveillance
sources such as the CDC, WHO etc. based on the disease type and epidemic information availabil-
ity. This information is stored in various formats such as csv or text files. We have a module that
converts this data into relational format and stores into the database.

The comparison module from the forecast pipeline, as explained before, matches the time-series
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Figure 6.9: Data flow within EpiCaster

curve from surveillance with the precomputed model library. The pipeline is executed based on
whether the match is found or not found and the forecast results are stored in the database. The
synthetic population information is also stored in the same database. We use a bunch of working
tables for data manipulations and transformations.

The final forecast outcomes are stored in aggregate format in forecast summary tables, from which
the forecast can be retrieved, for each region, for each disease, with or without interventions.

The EpiCaster UI web server calls the appropriate EpiCaster APIs which in turn pick up the data
related to epidemics from the correct tables based on the input parameters and the forecast is
displayed on the UI in the form of heat maps and epicurves as explained in the Section 6.3.3.



Chapter 7

Performance Evaluation

In this section we present the performance evaluation of the system with respect to epidemic in-
tervention strategies and forecasting. We first present the performance of intervention evaluation
using DISIMS through two computational experiments. Next, we present the performance of
various computational experiments performed using the web service APIs designed for epidemic
forecasting, which form the backbone of EpiCaster. Lastly, we present a case-study on adding
a new region, disease and intervention to the system and the total time taken for an end-to-end
experimental analysis using our approach.

7.1 Experimental Evaluation of DISIMS

In this section we illustrate the capability of DISIMS with two computational experiments. The
first one is a real world case study to evaluate the effectiveness of school closure intervention in
containing an ongoing epidemic with DISIMS. The second one is to illustrate online optimization
of intervention strategies along a decision tree via interactions with a DISIMS-run simulation.

7.1.1 Computational Experiment 1

In this computational experiment, we evaluated the school closure intervention strategy applied
during an epidemic of catastrophic flu in a region. School closure has been deemed as an effective
measure to contain a flu pandemic. For example, during the 2009 H1N1 flu outbreak, New York
city officials ordered the closure of 30 schools “after an increase of reports of students with flu-like
symptoms” [32]. School closure reduces the overall transmission within a school and is a well
known and effective non-pharmaceutical intervention [27, 98].

For a school closure intervention, the potential risk of within-school flu outbreak if schools remain
open has to be evaluated against the large social costs associated with school closures. The decision
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System Name Development
time

Analysis
set-up time

Expt. set-
up+analysis
time

Expt. execution
time

EPIFAST hard to imple-
ment

unknown unknown unknown

INDEMICS 1 day 0.5 day 1.5 days 3-4 min/iteration
DISIMS 5 minutes 20-25 mins 30 min 3-4

min/iteration*

Table 7.1: Comparison of efforts for school closure intervention case study on Miami city. Ex-
periment execution is carried out over multiple iteration days. *For DISIMS, the expt. execution
time excludes communication time between the web-server and INDEMICS Middleware Platform,
which is negligible compared to actual expt. execution

to close schools is based on such evaluation. For example, the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) revised its earlier recommendation of shutting down schools immediately when
a few students became ill to keeping schools open even with flu outbreaks during the later period
of the 2009 H1N1 pandemic [94].

The school closure policy works as follows. If in a school, the fraction of students diagnosed with
flu exceeds a certain threshold then the school is closed for a certain number of days, and for each
diagnosed student below a certain age, one parent or care giver must stay at home. School closure
is not a binary decision, but based on a number of parameters. We analyzed an event-triggered
school closure policy for an experimental study on a flu outbreak in Miami, to assist analysts in
their decision making in the real world. We considered two parameters in this measure: threshold
and duration. The former determines the severity of the epidemic to make it necessary to close
schools; the latter determines how long schools need to be closed. We chose two values for each
of the two parameters to form four configurations of the school closure intervention. In contrast
to previous studies where we examined the course of epidemic dynamics, the main objective of
this study was to study and provide an effective comparison between a variety of settings of an
intervention policy. We point out that the study provides an illustration of possible interventions
that can be easily simulated by DISIMS but difficult for either EPIFAST or INDEMICS.

The complexity of the school closure intervention comes from two aspects: each school is de-
termined to be closed individually instead of universal closures; for the affected subpopulation
(students of the closed school) we need to identify another subpopulation consisting of people
of appropriate demographic properties (age and household), who represent the care givers of the
children.

When we were requested to perform the school closure study, our simulation engines such as
EPISIMDEMICS and EPIFAST did not have features to integrate supplemental information at that
time and hence could only simulate simplified but less realistic versions of the school closure in-
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tervention. The code of these high performance simulation engines would have had to be modified
to support such interventions. Our simulation engine developers and the intervention experiment
strategy designers would have had to work together to precisely interpret the strategies and code
them into the high performance engines. The estimated development time including requirements
gathering, implementation, and testing would be several weeks, in contrast to the estimated exper-
iment execution time of only one week. This approach would have been time-consuming and it
would have been difficult to report simulation results and make policy recommendations in time.

To overcome this problem, we used INDEMICS, a database supported epidemic simulation frame-
work, to run the study. In contrast to the epidemic simulation engine like EPIFAST, the imple-
mentation of interventions in INDEMICS is modeled by data query algebra, and the interventions
are completely computed using the INDEMICS Query Language (IQL), as described before. Ex-
periment strategy designers only need to describe their scenarios in IQL and submit the simulation
jobs to INDEMICS for execution. The experiment development process of INDEMICS takes a few
days to map the interventions into IQL. INDEMICS incurs marginal execution time overhead, but
it needs no significant code development or testing for the HPC simulation engine. We adopted
this solution to run the study and it greatly reduced the study period and saved a significant human
effort.

Although the development time for implementing the intervention was shortened remarkably by
INDEMICS, INDEMICS did not have a module to automatically set up experiments, monitor the
state of an experiment and manage experimental inputs and results. There was no provision for
re-usability and sharing by checking if an appropriate INDEMICS intervention script was previ-
ously written by some other user. Also, when the intervention had to be simulated with different
parameter settings, using INDEMICS became cumbersome. For example, a script to run a facto-
rial experiment by changing multiple parameter values had to be prepared manually, which was
error-prone. The simulation inputs and outputs had to be well organized to avoid overwriting or
misreading. The simulation jobs also had to be monitored by the experiment executors. Such
tasks needed considerable manual effort. Reading and understanding raw simulation results was
difficult since INDEMICS did not have statistical analysis or data visualization modules. We real-
ized that when the user has minimum knowledge and experience in preparing INDEMICS scripts
(in IQL) and running simulations in a high-performance computing environment, which is often
true for public health domain experts, executing complex experimental studies such as the one to
implement school closure intervention, is difficult even with INDEMICS.

From the experience of implementing the School closure intervention study, we realized that the
usability of the simulation system had to be leveraged further. Hence we developed DISIMS, with
features like user interactivity, simple interface, experiment data management, job monitoring and
analysis in addition to the attributes that were already provided by INDEMICS and EPIFAST. Em-
ploying DISIMS for the school closure intervention study could have reduced the overall experi-
ment set-up and management time and enhanced the human productivity considerably.

Using DISIMS, the users now only need to select the intervention scripts and parameters of execu-
tion using a intuitive web-based graphical interface. The data files for the factorial experiments are
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Figure 7.1: Example of DISimS generated
plots: epicurves in a 2 by 2 experiment with
different parameter settings of school clo-
sure intervention in Miami during a catas-
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well-organized and well-archived and the simulation jobs are automatically monitored and sched-
uled. DISIMS introduces a marginal overhead of execution as compared to INDEMICS, which is
equivalent to the communication time between the web-based front end to the INDEMICS server
middleware. Table 7.1 shows the comparison of the efforts for the school closure intervention
experiments using EPIFAST, INDEMICS and DISIMS on the city of Miami. As can be seen in
the table, the total human effort for experiment design and analysis is reduced significantly by
DISIMS compared to previous systems, and the total increase in the experiment execution time
is negligible. This table shows the value of DISIMS for improving the productivity of epidemi-
ologists and public policy decision makers. They can now set up, manage, and execute complex
intervention case studies without much help from the computational scientists.

Figure 7.1 shows epicurves in different intervention settings. It is an example of visualization
that user can obtain directly from the DISIMS system. In this plot, we can see that applying
school closure too early (with 1% threshold) may suppress the disease outbreak temporarily but
the epidemic takes off soon. But it indeed postpones the epidemic peak; and the gained time may
be useful for taking other measures. Analysts are able to conduct such in-depth analysis using
DISIMS and make decisions regarding the epidemic mitigation strategies to apply in real world.

DISIMS has been in use by the analysts in our lab to execute a number of simulation experiments
with a variety of intervention strategies to contain epidemics. The analysts have reported that they
are able to execute intervention strategies using DISIMS that were previously not possible to be
executed within a stipulated time range. The analysts have also reported that DISIMS provides
much greater capabilities in terms of analysis and range of experiments, that were not possible
using any of the previous systems.

For instance, using DISIMS analysts can write Intervention script templates for new types of
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Experimental Protocol

Information available at time tn for Situation Assessment:

Spatial                => Disease dynamics in neighborhood and global space
Temporal => Disease dynamics at time tn

Demographic    => Age, Gender, Household Income etc.

Intervention actions available at time tn:

(Action Type , Subpopulation)
Action Type       =>   Pharmaceutical (Vaccine, Antiviral etc.)

Non Pharmaceutical (Social Distancing etc.) 
Subpopulation  =>  Selection based on spatial, temporal or 

demographic characteristics

Figure 7.3: Experimental protocol of the information available to a public health analyst for situa-
tion assessment at any time-step when the simulation is paused and the range of options available
for intervention application for the remainder of the simulation.

interventions and quickly incorporate them as part of the system. Other analysts can reuse the
same scripts with a wide range of parameters such as number of replicates and different regions,
and perform a factorial study design with increased accuracy. Such study was not possible before
without several changes and manual analysis. DISIMS makes it easier to conduct complex exper-
imental studies on high-end computational resources in a timely manner with graphical analytical
results. DISIMS also frees the analysts from the burden of understanding details of the computing
infrastructure or the need to write complicated simulation scripts.

7.1.2 Computational Experiment 2

In this computational experiment, we demonstrate the utility of DISIMS to train public health de-
cision makers in evaluating the effectiveness of various intervention strategies. DISIMS provides
a specific type of interactivity while executing realistic large scale simulations. This interactivity
allows users to pause a simulation after a specific duration, analyze the evolution of the epidemic
in the current scenario and then come up with a new strategy that can work best for containing the
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t=0

t=25

Situation Assessment on day 25:
Percentage of school aged children infected?

Percentage of adults infected?
Percentage of senior citizens infected?

t=50

Intervention Action:
(Antiviral, SA, AD, SC, Dn)  =>

% of Antiviral distribution to school aged 
children (SA), adults (AD), senior citizens 

(SC) respectively on day n

(Antiviral, 50, 25, 25, D25) (Antiviral, 60, 20, 20, D25) (Antiviral, 70, 15, 15, D25)

(Antiviral, 50, 25, 25, D50) (Antiviral, 60, 20, 20, D50) (Antiviral, 70, 15, 15, D50)

Situation Assessment on day 50:
Percentage of school aged children infected?

Percentage of adults infected?
Percentage of senior citizens infected?

% of school aged kids among 
total infected > 0.5

Figure 7.4: Decision tree representation of the choices available to a public health analyst for
applying interventions based on situation assessment. The analyst can pause the simulation peri-
odically, analyze the situation and take actions that affect the course of the epidemic.

epidemic in the given scenario.

At every time-step at which the simulation is paused, the analyst has to make a decision about
which intervention strategy to apply for the next duration ranging across several time-steps, so
that the epidemic can be contained effectively. This decision is based on situation assessment of
the epidemic dynamics at the current time-step, which is made possible because of the ISSAE
component of DISIMS. The various choices available to the analyst for decision making and the
actions taken by the analyst (that could affect availability of future choices), can be represented in
the form of a decision tree. This decision tree is based on the experimental protocol of information
available to users and the range of intervention actions that can be executed. The experimental
protocol of an adaptive epidemiological experiment is shown in Figure 7.3.

Experiment Design. We have designed a computational experiment for training purposes to study
a case of strong flu epidemic in the Montgomery County of Virginia. The county has a population
of about 75,000 people. The public health decision maker has antivirals to distribute but the supply
is limited. Starting from the beginning of the epidemic, every 25 days, 1,000 more units of antivi-
rals become available. This is to address the limited pharmaceutical manufacturing capacities and
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latency of massive distribution of drugs. The antivirals are effective for 14 days once applied and
they reduce probability of getting infected (for healthy people) or probability of infecting others
(for ill people) by 80%.

A group of experts are chosen to participate in the experiment. Each expert can ask DISIMS
questions about the current epidemic dynamics and can decide how to distribute the available
antiviral supply based on the answers to the questions. For illustration, we pause the simulation
every 25 time-steps (25 simulation days) to allow the experts to query and intervene based on age
groups and current health state of each person in the Montgomery County. We point out, however,
that the simulation can be paused at any time-step and the user interaction can be based on any
data available from the simulation or in the database.

A public health analyst, at each decision point, can decide to do nothing, or applyK units of antivi-
rals, where K is bounded by the current antiviral supply, to people randomly chosen in certain age
groups. The possible decisions and the random epidemic trajectory formulates a stochastic deci-
sion tree, where at each decision point an analyst may decide to take different branches depending
on the epidemic dynamics.

We ran this scenario with a public health analyst. Figure 7.4 shows the representation of the
decision tree available to the analyst at the various decision points that he paused the simulation.
In this case, the analyst paused the simulation on day 25 and day 50 respectively. The figure also
shows the corresponding choices available for intervention application. For the sake of simplicity
of the experiment, we made only limited choices available to the analyst for situation assessment
and intervention application based on age groups. However, in reality the analyst can choose from
a large range of information for situation assessment and intervention application, based on the
Experiment protocol described in Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.2 shows epidemic curves generated from the DISIMS system for the experiment. In the
non-Adaptive case, antivirals are evenly distributed among each age group - School age, Adults
and Senior Citizens on day 25 and day 50. In the adaptive case, antivirals are distributed based
on situation assessment on day 25 and day 50. Since it was observed by the analyst that higher
percentage of school children were infected in the first few days compared to other age groups,
greater percentage of AVs were distributed to school children. As can be seen in the Figure 7.2, the
peak time of the epidemic shifted to the right in the non-adaptive and adaptive cases and the peak
infection count also went down. There is not much difference observed in the epi curves plotted for
non adaptive vs. adaptive cases, since there is only a small difference in the percentage distribution
of antivirals in both cases. Hence, this may not cause a significant difference to the epidemic
dynamics. However, if the adaptive technique is used for training the analysts such that they can
infer more about the epidemic dynamics and apply intervention actions at the right decision points,
then there is a possibility of seeing change in propagation dynamics of the epidemic.

This experiment illustrates the following capabilities of the DISIMS system: (i) A user can pause
and resume a simulation at any time-step. (ii) A user can interact with the simulation online, query
the system and make decisions accordingly. DISIMS enables adaptive interventions that address
both uncertainty of epidemics and that of the human decision process. (iii) DISIMS supports
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Figure 7.5: Forecasting of Ebola in Sierra Leone without considering a change in the transmissi-
bility observed through surveillance

realistic scenarios of public health level decision making. (iv) DISIMS supports simulations of
realistic, implementable but complex intervention strategies, based on dynamic epidemic data, as
well as demographic and other data.

7.2 Experimental Evaluation of EpiCaster

We have used EpiCaster for performing several experimental case studies to evaluate the extent
of ongoing epidemics in different regions of the world as well as to forecast future propagation.
Initially, we started with using the Flucaster version for situation assessment and forecasting of
flu in different states of USA, particularly to be able to come up with appropriate intervention
strategies to contain the epidemic before the peak epidemic season.

One of the most notable experimental studies that we have used EpiCaster for recently is forecast-
ing of the recent Ebola outbreak in West Africa. We explain one of the experimental study for
Ebola that we executed using EpiCaster.

7.2.1 Computational Experimental Study Using EpiCaster for Ebola Fore-
casting

In the 2014-2015 Ebola pandemic, it was observed that in mid-October 2014 and mid-December
2014 there were significant changes on the transmissibility of the disease. Given the flexibility of
our modeling design in EpiCaster, we were able to incorporate this epidemic parameter into the
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Figure 7.6: Forecasting of Ebola in Sierra Leone considering only a single transition in transmis-
sibility observed through surveillance

Figure 7.7: Forecasting of Ebola in Sierra Leone considering both transitions in the transmissibility
observed through surveillance

system design and re-calibrate our model to study the effects of the pandemic propagation, taking
into account this change.

We ran the EpiCaster forecasting pipeline for Sierra Leone in West Africa with and without the
changes in transmissibility parameter and gathered the forecast results for analysis. We present
our forecast results as follows in three plots: (i) in Figure 7.5 we made the prediction without
considering either of the two transitions, so the transition parameters are not considered in the
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model searching; (ii) Figure 7.6 is the prediction made with the only mid-October transition being
considered in the model searching; (iii) and Figure 7.7 is the prediction made with both transitions
being taken into the account in the forecasting simulation.

As can be seen from the Figure 7.5, when the transition parameters are not considered the model
tends to over-estimate the number of infections in the forecast period. The number of infections
computed by the model tend to be much higher than the observed number of infections. Figure
7.6 shows that the model slightly underestimates the number of infections in the forecast period,
when a single transition is considered in the simulation. The curve in Figure 7.7 shows that when
the model takes into account both transitions in the forecasting simulation, the observed infection
count and model infection count are very close. This shows that when the most updated informa-
tion is available from the environment, the model outcome should be re-calibrated and the forecast
outcome from EpiCaster can be improved to mirror the actual observed infections.



Chapter 8

Ongoing Work on Forecasting

In the previous chapters, we have explained the various components of our integrated analytics
environment for evaluation and forecasting of different epidemics across multiple geographical
regions. We have also presented the architectural details on how the environment has been made
available as a platform-as-a-service offering through use of flexible data representation techniques
and use of REST based web services.

The interesting feature of our platform is that it supports fine-grained assessment of epidemics by
supporting execution of agent-based models in addition to aggregate-based models. This is made
possible by the availability of fine grained information at an individual level by using synthetic
information systems, built using census data to represent every unique individual of a region along
with his/her activity patterns. This is one of the key factors of our analytical platform that al-
lows computation of not just aggregate forecast counts of infections, but also fine-grained spatial
forecasts at an individual level. This also allows analysis of forecasts based on demographic and
behavioral characteristics. Some of the other factors include the ability to gather surveillance data
from different surveillance sources, related to different types of epidemics, and use it within the
forecast simulations. Moreover, both policy and behavioral interventions can be represented using
our system, so that forecasting results can be computed in presence of mitigating factors.

Forecasting methods described in the literature for forecasting of infectious diseases like flu have
focused on estimation of epidemic measures such as peak timing and intensity, peak height, attack
rate, epidemic duration etc. Analyzing these epidemic measures is important for forecasting future
trends of an epidemic so that appropriate control measures can be undertaken by public health
decision makers. However, in addition to these epidemic measures, it is also essential to evaluate
epidemics at a fine grained level including analysis of spatial, temporal, demographic and behav-
ioral patterns. This involves analyzing demographic patterns of disease propagation such as preva-
lence of an epidemic among particular age groups or societies, analysis of infection vulnerability
of individuals in a particular sub-region etc. Such level of analysis can facilitate implementation
of targeted intervention strategies focused on particular demographic groups or individuals that are
more susceptible to infections. Moreover, application of mitigation strategies through policy-based
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and individual-based interventions have shown to modify epidemic propagation dynamics. These
may include individual level interventions such as the use of face masks, anti-viral and so on or
policy level interventions such as regional school closures. It is essential to incorporate the effects
of intervention strategies on propagation, while modeling epidemic forecasts.

There is not much published literature in the area of individual-level epidemic forecasting since
research in this field is still at a very nascent stage. In this thesis, we propose a preliminary ap-
proach for fine-grained individual-level epidemic forecasting using concepts from machine learn-
ing. Individual-level epidemic forecasting in the context of this thesis refers to finding a probabilis-
tic score that represents the vulnerability of an individual towards getting infected by an ongoing
epidemic.

The techniques described here can be developed further to improve the quality and performance of
the forecast computations. In this Chapter, we will focus on individual-level epidemic forecasting
of flu outbreaks in different regions of the US, using fine-grained demographic, social and infec-
tion information gathered about individuals. The computational techniques described here can be
extended for studying other epidemics as well.

8.1 Individual-level Infection Computation

Evaluation of fine-grained epidemic forecast involves computation of different forecast measures
based on various social, demographic, geographic and individual-level behavioral filters. Some
examples of the measures involved in the fine-grained analysis include a) the number of infected
individuals of a particular demographic (based on age-groups, gender, income-level and so on), b)
the number of infected individuals belonging to a particular geographic locality (such as a county
or a block group), and c) the number of infected individuals with certain common behavioral
attributes (such as those using face masks, or those who may be vaccinated).

Modeling of an epidemic at a fine-grained level is a complex process, given the scale of data
involved. Computation of epidemic forecasts at an individual level requires detailed information
about all the individuals in a given region, along with their social, demographic and geographic
attributes.

We have leveraged the use of synthetic information systems along with agent-based models of
regional forecast computations, as described in the previous chapters, for building a fine-grained
individual-level forecasting model. In our model, every individual of a population is represented
as an agent in the epidemic simulation process.

The output of the epidemic forecasting process using agent-based simulations is a list of identifiers
of individuals in a region who are exposed to the disease at a given time step of the simulation,
which is typically represented as a day. This forecast output can also be aggregated to represent the
total count of infected individuals at a particular regional level. Figure 8.1 shows the structure of a
relational table that is populated by an agent-based flu forecasting model, executed for a particular
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Figure 8.1: Structure of the individual level infection table created as an output of an ABM simu-
lation executed using EpiFast simulation engine. For forecasting of flu across different regions in
the United States, this data is generated for each of the 50 states within US, with level1 and level2
regions representing county and block group respectively.

region of the USA.

The forecasting output is typically produced every week, for every region (state) of the USA, once
surveillance data is available for computation. As can be seen in the table, the forecast computation
is fine-grained producing forecast counts at multiple geographical levels, such as county(level1),
block group(level2) etc.

For fine grained forecasting, we use this data gathered from epidemic simulations together with
data obtained from synthetic information systems. This includes individual level demographic and
behavioral data about individuals and the synthetic social contact network representing contact
patterns.

When a user requests his/her individual level forecast, or a measure of the vulnerability to an
ongoing epidemic, the user needs to provide accurate information on his/her demographic, health
and behavior attributes. The accuracy of the forecast computed by the algorithm is dependent on
the validity of the information provided by the user. In our approach, we assume that the user
provides up-to-date information about his/her demographics and health state before requesting a
personal forecast for an ongoing epidemic and hence this information is available for computation.

Given this assumption, the individual level disease prediction problem can be divided into the
following sub-problems:

• Finding matching individual/s in the synthetic information system, and

• Generating Individual-level epidemic forecast

Individual level epidemic forecast needs to be computed in real-time when a user requests for it.
However, finding a matching individual in the synthetic information system is a complex process
that is dependent on several factors. The matching process involves comparisons of the individual’s
demographic and social features with that of the entire synthetic population. Hence the process is
both data and compute intensive. Considering the scale of data involved in the computations, we
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have devised an algorithm to speed-up the individual mapping process in the synthetic information
system, so that user’s infection vulnerability can be computed in near real-time. This process
involves some data aggregations and pre-computations. We describe our approach below.

8.1.1 Finding Matching Individual/s in the Synthetic Information System

To forecast a user’s vulnerability to ongoing epidemics, it is first essential to get information about
the health, behavioral and social characteristics of the individual. We have created a synthetic
representation of the entire population of the United States, such that the synthetic representation
closely mirrors the actual characteristics of all individuals of the regions, without revealing their
identities. We use this synthetic information system to find a matching individual or individu-
als that most closely mirrors the requesting user’s demographic, geographic, social, health and
behavioral characteristics in the synthetic population. The scale of this matching problem is de-
pendent on the scale of the population under consideration. If more granular regional information
is available, then the number of matching computations can be limited by the size of the regional
population. For instance, if the user provides information that s/he resides in the Montgomery
county of Virginia, instead of just stating that s/he resides in the state of Virginia, then the search
space for comparison of user’s characteristics with that of the synthetic population reduces from 8
million people to 100K individuals.

Given this assumption, the number of comparisons for matching the individual to an individual/s in
the synthetic population, is equal to the population of the region that the individual belongs to. This
matching can be an expensive operation especially for populations of densely populated regions
like California and New York. In addition, the user may provide information about demographic
characteristics such as age, gender, household income and so on, which can be used as features for
matching with the synthetic population.

If there are m features provided by the user and s/he belongs to a region with a population of n in-
dividuals then the size of the matching problem for individual mapping in the synthetic population
is in the order of O(n×m).

Computing this matching in near real-time is an expensive operation if user’s geographic and de-
mographic information is not available at a granular level. To make the matching process more
efficient, we introduce pre-computations for improving the speed of the matching process. In
particular, we propose using machine learning techniques for executing pre-computations on the
synthetic information systems to increase the execution speed of the matching problem.

Clustering Algorithms for Mapping Individuals in the Synthetic Population

We analyzed the use of different machine learning techniques for applying precomputations on the
synthetic information systems. Since the process is unsupervised, we evaluated using clustering
algorithms to cluster sub-populations in a given region with similar features together. The main
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motivation behind doing this is to reduce the number of initial comparisons from the size of the
entire population to the number of clusters. This process is an offline process and the results of
the precomputation are stored in the system before any user can seek individual level forecast.
We propose using clustering on every region under consideration (at the state-level for the United
States) and using individual health, social and behavioral characteristics as features or dimensions
of the clustering algorithm.

The clustering algorithm can be implemented using several types of clustering algorithms including
k-means clustering, hierarchical clustering and so on. We have currently implemented the k-means
clustering algorithm for the pre-computation process that classifies a population into k clusters.
Our approach can however be implemented using any other clustering algorithms as well.

The features that we have used to cluster the population of a region can be broadly classified in the
following categories:

• Geographical - These features are related to the geographical location of individuals. Exam-
ples include county, block group, zipcode etc.

• Demographic - These features are related to demographic characteristics of individuals. Ex-
amples include age, gender, household income etc.

• Social contact network - These features represent the characteristics related to the contact
pattern between individuals such as number of proximity contacts, duration of contact etc.

• Health state - These features are related to the health state of the individuals of a population
that directly affect the propagation of an infectious disease. Examples include state of being
exposed to an epidemic, state of recovery from a disease etc.

• Behavioral - These features are related to the behavioral adaptations by individuals of a
population in response to an epidemic. Examples include individual mitigation features
such as the use of face masks etc.

The values of the above parameters/features can be either numerical or categorical. The numerical
parameters are normalized before they are used in the clustering algorithm, while the categorical
features are converted to nominal values, i.e. the value is set on the presence of the feature and
not set in its absence. The approach we have used, of using binary values for categorical features
in k-means clustering was first introduced by Ralambondrainy et al. [83]. For instance, absence
of face mask can be represented by a nominal value 0, whereas presence of a face mask can be
represented as a nominal value 1. Huang et al. [55] have described two different extensions to
the k-mean algorithm, called the k-modes algorithm and the k-prototype algorithm, for clustering
large data sets with categorical values in combination with numerical values. These algorithms
can be used for clustering instead of the traditional k-means algorithm that we have used in our
implementation.
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There are 2 parts to our approach. One is the offline computation which involves creating clusters,
and second is the online computation involving finding the closest cluster, based on the information
provided by the user.

For the first step, we propose creating clusters of every regional population within the US for which
epidemic forecasting is to be computed using the above features. Our current implementation,
using k-means clustering algorithm creates k clusters with k centroids. These k centroids are the
best representatives of each of the points withing the cluster. As an illustration, we have applied
k-means clustering on the synthetic population derived for Montgomery county in Virginia.

For the second step, we gather information from the users on health and other parameters including
social and behavioral characteristics, that can be converted to the feature-set as described above.
After the information is gathered, the next step is to compute the matching cluster that the user
belongs to, based on his/her characteristics. This is done using a distance metric. We have used
simple Euclidean distance as the distance metric for computation after normalizing the numerical
features and converting categorical features into binary values. However, other distance metric
functions can also be used when the data is a mix of categorical and numerical features such as
those explained by McCane et al. [65] in the context of classification and principal components
analysis.

The Euclidean distance between two points X and Y is given by d(X, Y ) =
√∑ (xi − yi)2, where

X=(x1, x2, x3...xr), Y =(y1, y2, y3...yr) and r is the number of user characteristics or features used
for the clustering computation. Thus, the distance metric for finding nearest centroid, is dependent
on the type (numerical or categorical as described before) and number of user features. With this
approach, the number of comparisons for matching an online user to the person identifiers in the
synthetic information system reduces to comparisons with k centroids of clusters. The matching
time complexity is in the order of O(k).

The main assumption of our approach is that the clustering algorithm creates clusters in the syn-
thetic population such that individuals represented by points in a single cluster are more alike than
those outside of the cluster, and that the centroid is the best representative of all the points in a
single cluster. Given these assumptions, the process of finding a matching individual from the
synthetic information system can be converted to a process of finding the matching cluster.

Finding an optimal number of clusters such that each cluster can represent a specific subset of indi-
viduals of a population that distinguish them from those in other clusters is a challenging problem.
This is because, if there are too many clusters then the matching problem remains the same in
complexity as that of finding a matching individual from the synthetic information system. If there
are too few clusters, then the cluster may not represent all the characteristics of the individual well,
and hence the forecast may not be accurate. After applying the k-means clustering algorithm and
finding the matching cluster that represents the individual, the epidemic forecast for the individual
can be computed as described below, either as an aggregate forecast of the matching cluster, or
randomly assigned from one of the representatives of the cluster.
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8.1.2 Generating Individual-level Epidemic Forecast

The next step in the individual-level epidemic forecasting process is the process of generating the
forecast, based on the identified cluster. As explained in the previous section, we assume that all
individuals in the same cluster share similar features such as health state, age-group, geographic
proximity, behavioral patterns and so on. So, the assumption is that they are also likely to have the
same vulnerability towards infections and hence their epidemic forecast would be similar.

There are multiple approaches to computation of individual-level forecast based on the identified
matching cluster. The first approach computes the infection vulnerability of the centroid of the
matching cluster and assigns that as the infection vulnerability of the requesting individual. The
second approach randomly selects a point/identifier from the matching cluster and assigns the
infection vulnerability of the randomly selected point to the requesting individual. The third ap-
proach derives an average of the infection vulnerabilities of all the points in the cluster and assigns
it to the requesting individual.

In our current version, we have implemented the second approach of individual level forecasting,
where a random PID from the matching cluster is chosen as a representative of the user and it’s
infection vulnerability is assigned to the user.

The infection vulnerability of each member of the synthetic information system is calculated using
our forecasting pipeline. We use EpiFast, an agent-based model of infection computation that is
built on top of the synthetic information system. The input to the forecasting simulation includes
surveillance data about infections gathered from various surveillance sources like CDC, along with
demographic and geographic information about regions, which is part of the synthetic information
system.

The computational forecast outcome from EpiFast is calculated over several replicates and is as
shown in Figure 8.1, where PID represents the person identifier of an individual in the region, REP
represents the replicate number in which the PID is exposed to an infection, Exposed_Time_Date
is the day on which the PID is exposed to the infection, Region_Id is the identifier of the region
in which the PID belongs (such as a US state) and Level_Area_ID represents the fine grained
geographical region within the larger region (such as county and block group in a state). The field
Wednesday_Numeric_Date is used for optimization of forecast retrieval over a week.

The overall infection vulnerability of an individual PID is based on the number of replicates across
which the PID is marked as being in the “Exposed” state, on the same day, represented by Ex-
posed_Time_Date. If a PID appears as being exposed to infection on day ‘d’ in ‘p’ replicates out
of the total ‘q’ replicates used in forecast computation, then the infection vulnerability of the PID
is calculated as Infection_V ulnerability = p/q. For instance, if a PID is computed to be in the
Exposed state on day 20 of the simulation in 6 out of 10 replicates, then the infection vulnerability
of the PID to an ongoing epidemic is calculated as 0.6.

The infection vulnerability is pre-computed and stored for every person, represented by a PID of
the synthetic population by executing EpiFast simulations over multiple replicates. This is done as
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soon as input surveillance data is available, so that the forecast related to every synthetic individual
is up-to-date in the system.

As described before, when an individual requests for his/her infection vulnerability to an ongoing
epidemic, then first a matching cluster is computed for the user and then the pre-computed infection
vulnerability of a randomly chosen PID from the matching cluster is returned back to the user.

The overall algorithm for computing individual-level epidemic vulnerability to infections is as
follows:

1. Step 1: Use an appropriate clustering algorithm such as k-means to cluster a population
represented using synthetic data for all the regions under consideration.

2. Step 2: Pre-compute and store the list of person identifiers (PIDs) belonging to each cluster
along with their centroids.

3. Step 3: Use an agent-based modeling simulation like EpiFast for pre-computing forecasts
using synthetic information systems. The model should also be able to derive individual-
level infection vulnerability over several replicates, for all the PIDs belonging to the region
under consideration.

4. Step 4: During the online computation of individual-level epidemic forecast, collect all the
information regarding health and behavioral characteristics from the user requesting infec-
tion forecast. These should be able to be mapped to the features used in the clustering
algorithm.

5. Step 5: Find the matching cluster from the synthetic data that most closely matches the
requesting user by computing the smallest Euclidean distance from the cluster centroids.

6. Step 6: Lastly, use an appropriate technique of computing actual forecast based on the match-
ing cluster, such as aggregation of all forecast counts in the cluster, or random assignment
of forecast vulnerability from the matching cluster, and use the precomputed forecast result
from step 3 to derive the outcome.

8.1.3 Individual-level Forecast Availability over the Web

The individual-level epidemic forecast derived using the methodology described above, needs to
be published as an API so that it can be consumed by Web UI based applications. Hence, similar to
our web-services based implementation of publishing aggregate-level forecast of various epidemics
across different regions described in Chapter 5, we have developed RESTful web services to expose
individual-level epidemic forecast to external applications.

The web services we have developed fall in two categories - external web services and internal web
services. For example, getInfectionVulnerability() is an external web service, that takes as input
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individual-level features such as age, gender, household income, health state etc. that are related
to the clustering algorithm and sends back appropriate vulnerability score.

The internal web services are mainly used for doing certain pre-computations. We have developed
two main types of internal web services that are used by the external web service, getInfection-
Vulnerability() for online computation of individual forecast. Following are two main examples of
internal web services that we have developed.

1. findMatchingIndividual() is an internal web service for finding matching individual in the
synthetic system, that takes as input user parameters and returns the PID of the matching
individual from the synthetic population. Euclidean distance is used as a measure to match
the user with pre-computed cluster centroids. A random PID is chosen from the list of PIDs
from the matching cluster.

2. findInfectionVulnerability() is an internal web service for infection vulnerability retrieval,
that takes as input a person identifier (PID) from the synthetic population and sends back the
associated infection vulnerability score that is stored in the database.

Using the above web services, new applications can be built for individual-level epidemic fore-
casting for a range of diseases and across multiple regions, without the need to develop forecasting
models from scratch.

Summary of Contributions:

In this Chapter, we have introduced a basic approach for forecasting of epidemics at an individ-
ual level by presenting a vulnerability score associated with an individual’s likelihood of getting
infected. We have built our system using a combination of agent-based simulations and machine
learning techniques for pre-computation of large scale forecast results. The first part of the pro-
cess involving finding matching individuals in the synthetic population, has applications in several
other domains that involve understanding of social, demographic or behavioral characteristics of
individuals through use of synthetic information systems such as product marketing, genetic en-
gineering and so on. For instance, given a synthetic information system of a region representing
multiple individuals, it is critical to find a matching individual from the synthetic population that
can closely represent the user, without disclosing any private information related to the user. The
clustering approach that we have proposed provides a novel approach for pre-computations so that
the size of the matching problem can be vastly reduced. Such optimizations can have applicability
in other domains as well, where pre-computations can lead to run time efficiency.

The main contribution of our approach is the demonstration of the use of machine learning tech-
niques like clustering to optimize the processing of large scale data through pre-computations. We
have demonstrated how this approach can work for individual-level epidemic forecasting problem
in near real time, which is both data and compute intensive. Going forward, more sophisticated
techniques and algorithms can be developed on top of the basic approach that we have proposed
here for individual matching in the synthetic population as well as for forecasting.



Chapter 9

Discussion and Conclusion

In this thesis, we have presented several data integration techniques and approaches that can be ap-
plied in the evaluation and forecasting of epidemics in different regions of the world. We have also
presented a systems perspective for large scale computations and analysis using service oriented
abstractions, that can be used for exposing the data related to epidemic forecasts in an interactive
way.

Our approach provides a platform-as-a-service solution for evaluation of interventions in epidemic
containment and forecasting. In addition, the applications that we have developed, including DIS-
IMS, FluCaster and EpiCaster present a software-as-a-service solution for in-depth analysis of a
range of epidemics. In the following section, we briefly discuss how the services and solutions
that we have presented in this thesis can be priced for commercial use. Lastly, we present our
concluding remarks by summarizing the thesis contributions.

9.1 Pricing of Web Services for Epidemic Evaluation and Fore-
casting

Pricing of web services is an important aspect of technical discussion, especially if the services
need to be commercialized for use by third-party applications. The pricing plans are dependent on
the level of information that needs to be exposed to the external world as well as the overhead of
handling the privacy and security of data and systems.

Currently, our data is completely isolated from use by third party applications and is secured behind
a protected firewall. The data in the database is available via RESTful web services, that have been
published through a central web server, protected behind a firewall.

Currently, we have made our REST-based APIs available only to requesting applications. The re-
questing applications need to route the request through a machine located within the same domain
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where our REST-based APIs are deployed (vbi.vt.edu). In addition, the requesting applications
need to be in the same Virtual Private Network (VPN) to access the services. The applications
themselves can be made available to the general public over the Web for free.

As our platform becomes more mature, we may publish the Web services to third party applications
for a fee, based on the requirement from the APIs. The pricing in this case will depend on the type
of web service requested, along with the service guarantees that need to be fulfilled, including
reliability and availability. A system with higher reliability requirement would also need to plan
for redundancy, and back up in case of failures, along with appropriate recovery mechanisms.
Hence, the deployment server of the system will have to be designed taking into consideration
metrics such as Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) and Mean Time To Recover(MTTR).

The overall pricing of the Web service can be thought of as a function of -

1. Value of the data (Based on pre-determined price-tag on data based on difficulty in gathering
raw data and effort in transformation)

2. Lines of code implemented to provide the service

3. Man-hours required for design and implementation of the service algorithms

4. Man-hours required for routine maintenance

5. Cost of physical hardware used for data storage and computations. This is dependent on the
redundancy that needs to be built-in to ensure availability, reliability etc.

6. Cost of supporting software based on licensing costs

We have currently used cluster based computing resources for data storage and computations in
our implementation. Our approach provides access to high-performance computing resources as
a service for epidemic analysis. For pricing of these service offerings, we can extend some of the
pricing methodologies from the cloud computing literature. Since, cloud computing has evolved
as a mature technology that has been widely accepted and used, research on business aspects of
cloud computing such as Martson et al. [64], Chaisiri et al. [29], Macias et al. [63] and Durkee [38]
can provide some useful perspective on pricing of our analytics platform.

9.2 Concluding Remarks

The field of epidemic forecasting is rapidly growing with the availability of more surveillance data
on ongoing epidemics like flu and Ebola from multiple sources including social media. At the
same time, there are new epidemics that are developing in different parts of the world all the time
which have different patterns of propagation. The recent outbreak of MERS in South Korea is a
notable example.
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As an epidemic evolves, it is important for health analysts and policy makers to be equipped with
the latest information on the epidemic for situation assessment, based on the latest surveillance
data. It is also important for them to understand the projection of the epidemic in the future, with
or without any policy level or behavioral interventions taken by individuals or enforced by policy,
so that they can come up with appropriate mitigation strategies.

With the decoupled data architecture that we have designed, data about new diseases can be quickly
incorporated into the system and can be made available through the Web for analysis. For exam-
ple, the Web application that we have developed, EpiCaster, can gather and store surveillance
information on new outbreaks into the system and execute forecasting simulations (depending on
availability of surveillance data), without the need for re-engineering or code changes. EpiCaster
can also incorporate new forecasting models for new diseases and execute them through a data
pipeline, so that the situation assessment and forecast results can be viewed on heat maps and
epicurves.

The analytics platform that we have developed allows detailed analysis of epidemics for public
health decision makers through flexible query mechanism. Many different types of applications
can be built on top of our platform for presenting insightful analysis on different epidemics. The
de-coupled architecture that we have designed has significantly reduced the time for development
and deployment of such new applications. The result of our approach is that health experts can
spend more time doing data analysis on ongoing epidemics through user-friendly web UI, rather
than having to develop computational systems from scratch.

The design and development of our analytical platform including our modified star schema archi-
tecture for flexibility has applications in several other domains outside of computational epidemi-
ology. Our approach provides flexible query mechanism at run-time on large scale data, rather
than having to operate on a fixed set of query outcomes. The modified star schema design that we
have implemented can help in the development of analytical solutions in other domains including
product marketing. In addition, our design and development of multi-level web services can be
extended and used in several other fields of analytics where data security and data separation are
critical.

Overall, this thesis provides a unique solution for integration of data from from diverse data sources
and design of analytical web services, for evaluation and forecasting of global epidemics. The
technical solutions proposed in this work have utility and applications in several other domains
and can help in building flexible and scalable analytical environments.
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